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“Will you do this small thing for Me”? 

“Yes LORD, I’ll do anything for You”, I replied. “Publish 

My stories, and distribute them to the nations …” 

 

 

From the Memoirs of Eric L. Jones, Sr., Publisher 
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Forward by Sarah Lankford 

Life is hard.  Life is not fair.  We’ve all heard these 

phrases, spoken them ourselves about our own lives, and 

helped family or friends through circumstances where these 

phrases apply all too well.   Some of us, if we are lucky, don’t 

have to endure the heartache these simple words bring with 

them until we are well into adulthood and can somewhat deal 

with them in a healthy way.  Some of us too, have these 

fantastic support systems of friends and family to help us 

through times that challenge us.  But then there are those of 

us whom, for unknown reasons, get thrust into challenges 

and dire situations at a much too early age.  How does the 

universe determine who gets to breeze through life with few 

problems and who has to endure tribulations that sometimes 

we think we will never survive?  We may never understand 

why certain things happen to some people and not others, 

and maybe we aren’t meant to understand. 

What we do know is how we handle these events can 

either plunge us deeper into despair and sorrow, or catapult 

us to a better place if we so choose to channel our energies 

in that direction.  This may be an easier task if you have had 

enough life experience to truly comprehend what is going on 

and make the right decisions moving forward.  But when life 

deals you a bad hand earlier in life, those experiences are not 

generally there to draw from.  We do not even know where 

to start, or how to start, in picking up the pieces and changing 

the direction of the momentum in our lives. 

Having taught for 14 years, I have seen a lot of kids 

endure some pretty ugly situations.  For some of them, they 

still struggle to overcome their challenges, to change their 

life’s path.  Some still do drugs.  Some still sexually offend.  

The list is lengthy and sad.  Some have even committed 

crimes that have landed them behind bars as adults.  So many 

of these kids have gone through things in their incredibly 
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short lives, which most middle-aged adults would shudder at 

the thought of going through.  It is so difficult to see them 

battle within themselves and try to comprehend why they 

struggle so much to “get it together.”   

But then, every once in a while, you come across a kid 

with something deep inside of them that you can sense, but 

can’t explain.  These kids have a drive within them that 

pushes them, propels them to do something, to change their 

life’s path.  And they do! Why does this happen for some 

and not others? You see the same type of kids in front of you 

who go through the same kinds of life-altering events in their 

lives, yet the outcomes are so vastly different. 

Every single one of these adolescents is a very special 

person with an incredibly varying list of difficulties and 

struggles.  However, woven throughout these adversities 

sometimes emerges an inner spirit, a drive for change and 

for something better.  They all have a story to share, and a 

lot of times they want to share it, need to share it.  These are 

the stories of those kids who overcame their challenges, and 

of those who continue to battle them.  

Eric is currently conducting one of his workshops in-

house with our students.  I have been completely blown 

away by the response that our students have given Eric and 

this program.  I have kids in class who struggle to write a 

sentence for me, write an entire page in a few minutes for 

Eric! Kids who have declared loud and clear to me, “I don’t 

write. I don’t like to write. I can’t write. You can’t make me 

write” who end up writing; and write from their gut.  Some 

of the responses from my kids: 

“I love this workshop. I have never wanted to write 

before. Now I do.” 

“I can’t believe that I am going to be a published author!” 

“I want to write a book now!” 
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Eric really works to connect with the kids on an 

emotional level and can illicit written responses from them 

that astound me. He works from the very beginning to create 

an atmosphere of acceptance and safety that allows these 

kids to express themselves not only on paper, but also 

verbally in front of their peers. It is an extremely awesome 

scene to witness. You can definitely feel the healing that is 

going on with the kids through this process.  The kids want 

to continue to write and carry the process on long after Eric 

is gone. Some even ask to work on their own stories in class 

and after their work is done.  Kids ASKING to write because 

they WANT to. 

This workshop is truly amazing and will touch whoever 

chooses to embrace it and dig deep into themselves. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Lankford 

Special Education Teacher 

State of Missouri 
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Note from the Publisher 

They say that a picture is worth a thousand words; this 

seems especially true in today’s digitally connected world.   

Words approximate things, but pictures actually show 

things. Words have vague, multiple, tricky meanings. Words 

have to be spelled the right way, used the right way, placed 

in a sentence the right way.  A picture is static, not open to 

interpretation, one click. 

Take a picture of a wave breaking on the beach.  

Describing that picture might take a thousand words or more, 

but in that written description, you would get more than just 

a clear vision of what the original picture looked like.  Every 

word chosen, every descriptive phrase constructed, has 

meaning to the author, and then the reader. You would know 

what the wave looked like, and smell the sea breeze. You 

would feel your feet in the warm sand.   

If words were just for communication, then our language 

would have changed with the invention of photography.  

Words are something much more profound than that. They 

are mental containers, and what they contain is our ability to 

think, which determines our ability to cope with life.  In this 

way, a word is worth a thousand pictures. 

Every story in this book is a container of its own.  The 

stories are edited with a light hand to maintain the unique, 

sometimes raw, feeling and voice of the author.  These 

containers are the foundation of coping with some of the 

toughest situations our youth face today. 

For these young authors, these containers, their stories 

were much like opening their personal Pandora’s box – and 

even if you don’t quite see the bottom of the container – you 

know that there is hope. 
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Out of the Ashes   

I know there are others like me that have been abused or 

who struggle with severe anger issues. That’s why I decided 

to share my story.... here it is. 

From the time of my birth to the age of six, I was abused. 

I suffered severe child abuse from someone I thought I could 

trust and love. That person was my father. I should call my 

father “Dad” but I refused to do so.  My father is a 

monster ...and this is what he did to my life.  

My father was a manipulator and an alcoholic. When he 

drank, my father became very angry. When he got angry, he 

got violent. When he wasn’t being violent, he did other 

things to me.   

Being in that house was like being in a fiery house of hell 

and no one knew. My father would act nice in public and 

then beat me at home ...that two-faced loser. He got away 

with it until one day after beating me; my mother noticed the 

bruises on my arms and legs. I believe I was around 5 1/2 

years old. She noticed them while drying me off after giving 

me a bath. 

She confronted my father and he began hitting her. It was 

at night, and I was asleep. I heard a big boom and woke up. 

I heard the sound of my mother's voice crying out for my 

neighbors to help. She cried out for help to protect a newborn, 

me and my other brothers.  It all happened so fast.  

Later that week, my mom filed for a divorce. I didn’t 

even know that it was called a divorce. Mom simply told me 

that her and my father weren't going to live together anymore. 

About six months later, my father signed his parental rights 

away from my brother and me.  

 “He despises me ...no hates me with a fiery passion.” I 

told myself. “Why would he give me up?” Signing us away 
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was mentally hard for me to understand for a long time. 

Since then I’ve gone through many tests and trials.  I’ve also 

learned that my father didn’t sign me away because he hated 

me. It was so he wouldn't have to pay child support.  I don’t 

know what hurt more.   

The seeds of abuse planted in my life bore the fruit of 

anger and the violence that I caused to others. To all those 

people I apologize.  
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Making Me Who I Am 

My mom makes me who I am.  I am very thankful for 

her.  She has five kids and I am the youngest.  Although my 

mom struggled, she turned out to be a great parent.  She 

finished high school on time and went to college years later.  

I look up to her because it is hard to raise five kids on your 

own and return back to school.  As she continues to struggle, 

she always made a way and made things possible. 

As I look back on my life, I believe I am following the 

same road.  I am 24 years old with 3 children ...and pregnant 

again.   

Sometimes I feel myself stuck between a rock and a hard 

place.  I realize it’s just life.  Life is what you make it and I 

had a great childhood life.  I just made different decisions.   

At the age of twenty, I had my first child.  When I first 

found out, I was upset but I had to see that the baby did not 

ask to be here.  Having that baby changed my life.  It started 

out rough, but I had God and others on my side.  He is the 

best thing ever.  A year later I had twins.  It scared me, but 

that’s the kind of things you go through in life.   

Being pregnant is a little stressful, but I continue to stay 

positive and have faith.  I decided to go back to school for 

my high school diploma.  I want to be successful in life, and 

to let my kids know that it is ok to mess up.  You just have 

to clean up that mess.   

It feels great having a wonderful mother and being an 

outstanding parent.  I love the life I have. My children and 

my mother are what make me who I am. 

It feels so good to know that I am a blessed person. To 

know that you can do anything in life and have no regrets.  

My mom always told me, “If you don’t stand for 

something ...then you will fall for anything.”  I really thank 
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her for that, because if I never listened to her, I wouldn’t be 

where I am today. My life today is good because of YOU 

Momma ...thank you. 
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I Want to Change  

Well my life has been kind of great.  I came here so I 

could get some help.  I came here because I had no choice.  

I would like to get out of here soon.  This is only my second 

day here, and I hope that I do well.  

I will do what is asked from me, and not argue back.  I 

just hate being a bad person.  I know that I am way more 

capable of doing what is right.  I just choose not to …I want 

to change.   

I don’t like the person that I have become.  I just want to 

do better and have a better life.  I hate being in trouble all the 

time.  It is just hard for me to change.  I would love to change, 

but I just feel like I can’t.  No matter what I try to do.  I wish 

that I could just start over.  Not have my family disappointed 

in me.  I just want to change the person I am …my attitude.  

I just want my family to be proud of me for doing what is 

right, and not being disappointed because I’m trouble all the 

time. 
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Impossible to Love 

 You tore my heart into a billion pieces and still you have 

no regrets. 

Every time I think about you, I go back to when we were 

sitting on the steps.  

I tried to show you simple love the way a son should. 

Instead you raised up your iron fists and struck me with 

it ...you never loved me back.   

But when we squared off, it was like trying to put 100 

pounds into a wet paper sack. 

And like doing that... 

Loving you is impossible. 
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Growing Up in a Makuti House 

I was seven when my mother abandoned me and my two 

siblings to marry another man. We were left under the care 

of our grandma who was 70 years old.  All my uncles were 

drunkards and didn’t take care of their own children. We 

couldn’t expect much from them either.  

We lived with our grandma in an old Makuti house made 

of mud bricks and coconut leaves. This house was infested 

by rats and other rodents since it lacked proper doors and 

windows. We didn’t have proper beds. We slept on 

makeshift structures made of uneven wood planks. The hard 

wood planks would leave marks on our body. This would 

make our ribs ache. During the rainy season, grandma’s 

house would leak the rainwater and life became unbearable, 

especially when it rained at night.  

Since I was the older of my two brothers, much of the 

domestic chores were left to me. I was supposed to feed my 

brothers and my grandma who was ailing with age and 

disease. I would go looking for casual work to earn money 

to buy food. I would wake up earlier than anybody else and 

rush to the nearby plantations to pick coffee. I would then go 

back home to prepare breakfast for the rest of my people and 

then rush to school. 

At her age, my grandma was very abusive. She would 

insult us for no reason whatsoever, telling us to follow our 

mother. In fact, many African old women are like that and 

children brought up by old ladies grow up having a lot of 

negative influence from them. I have come to believe this 

somehow affected my two young brothers. 

My grandmother didn’t have all things negative; she 

would make sure that all of us were kept in school. This she 

did by buying us school uniforms and paying up our school 
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fees through selling chickens and sometimes some of her 

goats.  

When our aunt came to visit with her children, it would 

be hard times for us because suddenly her children would 

become grandma’s favorites. My brothers and I would be 

relegated to the background and sent to the rivers to fetch 

water.  

While fetching water, our cousins would eat eggs. This 

was a delicacy we rarely tasted since grandma considered 

eggs as future hens and cocks. My brothers and I would 

know it when we returned from the river, but we didn’t dare 

to complain.  

We would listen to our cousins as they narrated to 

grandma about their home, and their father who was a school 

teacher that had taken them to a boarding school. They must 

have wondered what kind of children we were since we 

looked frail and emaciated.  

Our aunt sympathized with us. She would bring us the 

clothes that had become small in size for her children. Once 

they left, we would take our positions again. I would again 

be looked upon to guide my siblings on what to do. At times, 

we would go to school having taken no breakfast; especially 

if I failed to get some work. At other times, we would take 

tea without sugar and milk. 

Sometimes we would receive reports that our mother had 

started another family and she wouldn’t want her husband to 

know that she had other children elsewhere. These were the 

circumstances that my brothers and I endured while growing 

up in a Makuti house. We grew up in the Makuti house up to 

the time I was 17 years old. I will never forget the experience. 
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Hurt No More 

Many girls my age don’t go through what I have had to 

go through these past months.  I was just a regular girl with 

a boyfriend every girl wanted.  I got compliments left and 

right.  I thought my world was perfect.  “Who would have 

known that my perfect little world would come crashing like 

it did.”  I thought everyone was my friend but apparently, I 

was wrong.   

The boyfriend every girl wanted turned out to be my 

worst nightmare.  Most girls would wake up happy they have 

another day on earth.  I woke up hoping it would all end.  

I may have already confused you so I will just tell you 

about the one thing that has changed my life forever.  

October 31, 2011 was the first time a guy had ever laid his 

hands on me.  This went on for 4 months.  I have been pushed, 

punched, kicked and verbally abused by the guy I thought 

loved me.  People who I thought were my friends were 

nowhere to be found.   

When I tried to warn other girls, they did not listen.  He 

was still the guy every girl wanted.  I was the ex that has 

scars she is forced to see every morning.  Everything in my 

life was crashing to the ground.  All I wanted was to be loved 

instead all I got was hurt.   

It was hard to find people who understood me until I 

started this program.  I expressed my feelings and it felt like 

people finally understood.  I no longer feel weak.  I know 

what he did was not my fault.  I know I deserve better.  So 

every morning when I look in the mirror and see the scar on 

my lip …I smile because I survived.  I still smile and I can 

live knowing I did the right thing by stepping up. 
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A Thug Testimony  

My name is Mario and I’m 25 years old. I’m blessed to 

even be able to say that I’m still alive.  I am a parent, a 

husband, a good son, good friend, a good brother, and a born 

again Christian.  But before I held all these titles …I had to 

earn them. 

I lived a normal life as a kid.  I had both my parents, three 

younger brothers and a younger sister. I can remember 

myself as being a good kid.  In my teenage years, I started 

being introduced to the ways of living in the hood.  As a 

teenager, I just wanted to impress and hangout with the cool 

crowd.  I wasn’t careful with my surroundings.  I was a 

booming thug, chasing the thug life and being a knucklehead. 

At 15 years old I wanted money, clothes, and what all 

teenagers want at that age.  I wanted to work for my things, 

but the friends I had showed me an easier way.  I started 

stealing anything that would make me money.  That meant 

stealing cars, stereos, rims, and breaking into houses.   

At 18 years old I dropped out of school to try to work. I 

was about to be a father to my first baby boy.  I wasn’t given 

many chances because I was young, inexperienced and I 

looked like a hoodlum. Finally, I got a chance to work at a 

nightclub and I proved myself the first night in a big rumble.  

As a four-time, Golden Glove Champion with a 15-1 record, 

I had no problem showing who was boss.  Saat 1X was my 

first stable job.   

For five years getting into fights every weekend was how 

my workweek went.  I would start fights on purpose and take 

their wallets, snatch chains, cell phones, even drugs they had 

and then kick them out of the club.  I made lots of money 

doing that.   
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At age 21, I was still working in the club while stealing 

here and there with my baby momma working at the club 

with me.  By this time, she was pregnant with our 2nd child, 

a baby girl and still living back and forth with her parents or 

my parents.  We did not have much to show for it.  We blew 

it on cars, clothes, restaurants, parties and cocaine. 

At age 22 I had not done much with myself.  Still doing 

the same thing, I really wanted to change -but did not know 

where to start. My baby momma left me.  I was a liar, a thief, 

a cheater and I was tired of myself.  I didn’t respect anyone.  

In November 2008, my brother and I decided to do one last 

stealing spree.  On a Sunday at 2am we were done stealing 

stereo systems, tools, big screen TVs and had over $3000 

worth of stolen property.  We were on our way home.  A cop 

randomly decided to pull us over.  My brother and I were 

nervous.  The cop walked up to our car and started asking us 

questions while he shined his flashlight in my car.   

When he was suspicious of the stolen property in the 

backseat, the cop asked me to turn off my car and step out of 

the vehicle.  I thought of my brother, he had been down 

before for the same thing and would do some time this time, 

he was 17 and I was 22.  He looked at me with this look like 

“don’t try nothing stupid”, but I did.  I put the car on drive 

and took off.  I got a good distance before the cop ran back 

to his car but I could still see him closing in on us fast.  I was 

going as fast as I could go hitting dips and bumps at 100 mph.  

I could feel the cold wind in my face as the car would 

literally come off the ground after bumps and humps on the 

road.  We were running red lights and dodging cars, but it 

was useless as more cops were coming towards me.  I made 

a few turns and there they were as if they knew where I was 

going.   

After a 20-minute pursuit, I had six cop cars maybe more 

and a helicopter.  I just knew there was no way out.  I thought 

about my life and others, so I decided to stop and go it on 
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foot.  We got out and ran as fast as we could through a small 

neighborhood. We opened the gate to the side of a house and 

ran through the back yard. We jumped the back fence into a 

main street and went our separate ways.  My brother went 

south, I went east.   

Right after I jumped that fence with officers right behind 

us, I felt a sting on my lower back.  I was shot with a Taser 

for a few seconds, but I was able to pull it off as I ran. I lost 

the cops a few blocks down, so did my brother.  I found a 

spot to rest and catch my breath, but my strength was gone, 

and I gave up.  

I surrendered not knowing that my life was about to 

change forever.  They found me a few minutes later and I 

was incarcerated for 3 ½ months.  During that time, I did a 

lot of thinking and made a decision.  I went to church the 

first week I was there.  I went just to go and because I heard 

God could help.  I was facing 1 ½ years, and deportation 

away from my kids.  I told God that I can do all things he 

says in His book. I told Him that if He restored me, I will 

give my life to him and I accept Jesus in my life. 

I repented, and I felt an incredible peace over my life.  I 

felt brand new. I found a Christian church when I got out.  I 

got rooted and have been serving God ever since.  Shortly 

afterwards, I got back with my baby momma. We got 

married and I got a job.  I have bought a house and started 

my small business. I sure hope someone out there reading 

this is encouraged by my testimony. God restored my life, 

He will do the same for you. 
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Him 

I was empty. 

Yet I was full. 

I was full of despair. 

I was full of depression. 

Of darkness. 

Of sadness. 

I was empty of happiness. 

I was empty of love. 

I was blinded by hate. 

I was deaf by vengeance. 

I was fueled by pain. 

Then I met HIM. 

He showed me the way. 

He loves me as I love him. 

He took away the pain. 

The hate… 

The vengeance… 

He has taught me to love, 

to care, to forgive; as he  

forgives. As he cares. 

He is my Lord and Savior, 

Jesus Christ. 
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What If 

One Saturday night, my best friend and I were staying at 

a Holiday Inn and we wanted to get messed up.  We were 

not in Joplin and out of our element, so we asked this random 

guy to buy us alcohol.   

He bought us alcohol, then left.  He was texting me 

asking me if we wanted to hang out.  At first, we were not 

going to, but then we got drunk and needed more alcohol.  

So, we went to his room.  We drank more, smoked weed, 

and I did some of his coke.  

I went to go do something and I came back to him on top 

of her, she was so drunk.  I did not know what to do or think.  

She was crying.  I am screaming.  I was not sure if I should 

physically get involved.  I was scared he was going to shoot 

us or something.  I know I shouldn’t feel this way.  But I still 

feel like it was my fault.   

Maybe there is something I could have done different.  

Being raped -and watching someone that you love get raped 

are two different stories. What if I had never asked that guy 

to get us alcohol? 
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The Dad I Wanted to Have 

When I was four years old, my dad came to pick me up 

to have some fun.  We had lots of fun!  We went paint balling 

and fishing.  When we were done hanging out he took me 

back home.    

The next day I was looking forward to hanging out with 

him again.  When I called him to come pick me up, he never 

came.  I was already packed up to stay a night and all 

that …but he never showed.   

I wasn’t mad at the time.  I was like, “He probably got 

busy or something.”  So, I tried again.  I asked him again.  

He said I am on my way.  When I was outside packed up to 

go, he never showed up again.  I started to say he probably 

up to something.  I kept trying to get a hold of him, but he 

just never showed up again.  I never gave up because I 

wanted to spend time with him.   

After a while when he never showed up, I started getting 

mad.  He wasn’t there for me.  As I grew up I never had a 

dad in my life.  I wanted one to be there.  I would hang out 

at my friend’s house and with their dads.  When I was 

growing up I was mad -but at the same time I was happy 

because I always had a friend that had a dad.   

I would hang out with both of them and have fun playing 

sports, paint balling, and all kinds of things.   

When I was 13, I was a really bad kid.  I figured out why 

I made bad choices.  It was because of all the things my dad 

did to me.  When he did those things, it made me mad.  The 

anger built up and affected me.  I noticed that I took out all 

the anger on my mother.  She never did anything to me. 

Once we had a good relationship, then it went bad.  I 

wouldn’t talk to my mom, and I wouldn’t spend time with 

her.  Lots of things changed.   
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Now that I’m out of my program, I have been making 

better choices.  I am doing what I got to do.  Something I 

figured out was that when I had a good relationship with my 

mom and dad I was doing really well at school and at home.   

Ever since I have been mad at my dad, I’ve been doing 

really bad in school …not trying …making bad choices.  It 

felt like I had changed my good life to a bad life.   

When I was growing up I had three step dads.  I did not 

like them.  One of my step dads was a drug dealer and was 

really bad.  He would spend time with me and play some 

sports.  When had I lived with him for two years, things 

started to change.  I started to grow up and bad things were 

happening.  My mom and step dad started to fight a lot.  My 

step dad did a lot of violent things to my mom, and I would 

stand up to protect her.   

I grew up around a lot of domestic violence.  I remember 

a really bad day when I came home from school.  I was 8 

years old when my step dad said he was going to kill my 

mom.  I did not know what to do.   

I thought it was alright to get a knife and protect my mom.  

He had a knife too.  I wasn’t scared of him, I do not know 

why.  He backed away and stopped.  He always hit her and 

stuff, but he never hit me or my brother and sister.  I would 

always protect them.  

After a while he moved out and now he wants to kill my 

mom.  That’s mostly the reason that we moved all the way 

to Missouri.  He was looking for my mom.  Ever since my 

mom broke up with him, my mom has been good.  Right now, 

she has been having a better relationship with her boyfriend.   

I have had bad relationships with friends and with girls.  

When I was ten, I went out with this girl. I did my business 

and left her.  I have been doing it still ever since.  I know it’s 

bad, but I still do it.  I try to change it …but I don’t.  This 
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has affected me now because my dad wasn’t there.  He never 

taught me how to treat a girl.  I am learning to make better 

choices in my relationships.   

Since I’ve been with girls, some say they want a baby.  I 

tell them “No.” I do not plan on having one yet.  When I do 

have one …I am going to be the dad I always wanted to have. 
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Fist to Flesh  

Fist to flesh 

Scream, scream 

Fist to flesh 

Screaming, screaming 

Mother gone, father home 

Fathers fist to son’s flesh 

Screaming, screaming 

Bloody and bruised  

He cries on the floor 

Crying as father beats 

Screaming, crying 

Daughter screams as fathers 

Fist makes contact to flesh 

She lays on bed crying as father rapes 

Crying, screaming 

Mother drives up and hears 

Rushes in house 

Makes it stop after three years 

 

What inspired me to write this is I felt I need to get more 

detailed and personal with what happened with my father. I 

think that this will help people understand that there are 

people who understand. 
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Thankful 

It is November and that may not seem like much, but that 

means Thanksgiving is coming up. Thanksgiving reminds 

me of all the things and people I should be thankful for. I 

have a lot of people that I look up to in my family. My dad 

is one of them for numerous reasons.  

My dad he is great and has always been there for me. He 

has taught me many new things …some I enjoy and some I 

don’t. For example: hunting.  

Ever since I was an infant I have been going hunting with 

my dad. I got hooked on it when I was finally able to Youth 

Hunt with him. Those are some reasons that I look up to my 

dad. 

When I was two years old, my parents split up. Even 

though my dad isn’t home when I get home from school, or 

when I go to bed at night -I still maintain a relationship with 

him. I would be lost without my dad, and love to spend 

anytime possible with him. I look up to him as a person and 

a father.  

My sister has issues and likes to blame them on 

everybody else and occasionally my dad when he has done 

nothing wrong at all. As much as he defends me and is there 

for me I am always there for him when it comes to my sister 

and the other way around. He is a great father despite his past. 

He is an amazing father.  

My dad also taught me to fish, but I don’t eat it because 

I don’t like it. I think it is also relaxing and it isn’t any less 

fun if you don’t catch anything. Lastly, he taught me how to 

play baseball. Ever since I was four years old my dad and I 

would play catch and have hitting lessons. My dad taught me 

more things than just sports. 
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My dad is an awesome father. I can say I can look up to 

him and the things he has done as a parent and a person. I 

have heard how he wasn’t as good of a person as he is now 

when he was younger but the way I look at it is the past is 

the past don’t let it bring down your present and future.  

Everybody makes mistakes, and everyone can build from 

them. I love my dad and I look up to him. That is why my 

dad is such an awesome father. My dad has always been 

there for me from good to bad and that’s how a father should 

be and I’m very blessed to have an amazing dad like him. 

One thing I admire about my dad is that when he and my 

mom got divorced, he always stuck around. He even comes 

to share the holidays with us. I hear all the time on the 

internet or in books about the father and mother getting a 

divorce and the dad taking off and not having a part of the 

kids’ life, or not even paying child support. My dad is not 

like that and he does care and stick around. My father is an 

amazing one and he is the best dad I can have.  

I am also very blessed to have my mom. She is always 

there for me and even though I can be a jerk, talk back and 

be disrespectful she always loves me.  

I said this earlier about my dad, but it is the same way 

with my mom. I can't imagine what life would be like 

without her. My mom is an amazing person and I love both 

her and my dad to death.  

My family and I have gone through a lot, and this is the 

time of year to put that aside and not look at the 

negatives …but to look at the positives. I have found that it 

makes you happier to look at the things you do have rather 

than things you don't have. I am very blessed and I thank 

God every day to have such an amazing family and parents. 
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Mistakes 

Some things in my life are just crazy.  Like me getting 

locked up.  I never thought that I would be the one to make 

a bad mistake and get locked up like I did 

Something that I learned when I got put away is that 

everyone makes mistakes.  It is just the way you come back 

and correct them that matters.  I know I have made some bad 

decisions in my life.  I kept making them, and I would always 

put the blame on my mom or someone else.  This frustrated 

my family.  Then there would be a family explosion and 

mess the whole day up.  

I feel bad for my mom because she is a single mom and 

has no job.  Her back is really bad and getting worse every 

day.  I never stopped to think about my mom, and how my 

actions hurt her, my family, my friends and people I don’t 

even know.   

Now that my life is back on track, I have more time for 

caring and getting things done.  It feels good for the first time 

in a long time that I can be there for my family and friends.  

I can give support to them and receive it.  My life hasn’t been 

horrible.  I have had some struggles in it that just really 

messed me up.  I’m not gonna lie, it was very hard trying to 

fix my old reputation. It took lots of work. If I made a 

mistake it, felt like all that work just went down the drain 

and I had to start all over again.  Some people don’t like me, 

and they wait for me to fall …and I do fall sometimes. When 

I do, I simply get up. This time …I won’t stay down. I’ll 

learn from my mistakes and get right back up again. 
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That Day …I Cried 

On Saturday morning, I was having a nice warm 

comfortable sleep.  That is until I heard my step-dad come 

into my room and ask me if I’d seen my sister.  I woke up to 

all the commotion and I remember thinking to myself, 

“Dang! She really isn’t here.” 

That morning, my step-dad, mom and I sat down stairs 

calling everyone we knew to try to find my sister.  While this 

is going on I try so hard not to cry, but a couple tears roll 

down my cheeks.  Man, out of everything that has happened 

to me in life, I have never cried.  That day I cried like a little 

two-year-old.   

We finally got some answers and found out she 

somehow ran away to Kansas City, Kansas –in one of the 

most dangerous place in Kansas City.  So, as we drove out 

there. I hopped in the car with nothing on but pj pants, black 

tank top and black socks with no shoes on.  That is how much 

I was worried.  We drive out there and find nothing.   

My step-dad and my mom are on their phones yelling 

and I am in the back seat still holding in the tears, trying to 

be a real trooper.  I overheard parts of their conversations, 

and it sounded like they had more information about where 

my sister was. 

By now, there is so much anger built up in my gut.  I 

remember thinking, “When we find her I just want to punch 

her.”  So, we drove down some streets and finally I see her.  

I rolled down my window and told her to get in the car.  I 

know I said I wanted to hit her, but I couldn’t even look at 

her …let alone speak to her.  After that, things have just 

never been the same. 
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Ice Baby  

 On this particular night in 2007, it wasn’t out of the 

ordinary for it to be snowing.  What I didn’t know was that 

this wasn’t any ordinary snow shower -this snow would turn 

into a huge ice storm.  It left us in a state of emergency, and 

I was out of a house for two weeks.   

 I want to share this story from a ten-year old’s point of 

view.  That’s how old I was. It was a Friday night and I was 

at my babysitters while my mom was at work.  While at my 

babysitters, we were watching the 10:00 news and the 

weather man said we are expecting a LITTLE snow storm.  

My sitter needed food, so we went to Wal-Mart to get 

groceries.  When we got back we watched a movie and went 

to sleep.   

On that Saturday morning, it was the worst Saturday ever.  

It was 7am when I took my first look outside.  It looked like 

I walked into Alice in Wonderland gone wrong.  There were 

trees down, power out and many deaths.  It was very hard to 

deal with as a young girl.  I did not know what was going on 

but what I did know was it devastated a lot of people. I had 

to leave my house and go live with others because all the 

hotel rooms were full.  So we moved three times, and were 

out of our home for two weeks.   This impacted many people 

in many different ways. But by the grace of God we made it 

through it …and I am still standing. 
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Taken Away  

It was just like any other day. We were coming home 

from the store, when my mom got a phone call. She ignored 

it, but it rang again. This time she answered it.   “Hello. Hell, 

yea I do.” I didn’t know what she was talking about.  She 

turned around went east to town then we pulled into a 

driveway. A dark driveway.   

This guy came to my mom and said, “You wanna make 

some money?”  

“Yea.”  Then he handed her the drugs and we left.  We 

pulled up to the house and there was a car that had been 

following us for a while now.  My mom was about to get out 

of the car when someone knocked on the window.  She rolled 

it down and the man said, “Tina Phillips, please step out of 

the car.”   

They checked her and found the drugs.  Then a bunch of 

cop cars pulled up beside us and pulled me, my brother and 

my sister out of the car.  My sister broke away from the cop 

and ran and hugged my mom.  The policeman pulled them 

apart and put Shaleena in the car with the rest of us.  

I forgot to mention the worst part.  My dad was in jail for 

punching my mom in the jaw and breaking it.  After I left I 

stayed with my grandpa for a while.  Then I went to foster 

care for 5 years.  Now I am happy with all my siblings and 

grandma. 

I don’t know why I had to go through so much pain, but 

my life is so much better today.  I’m a Running Back for 

Joplin South, and a member of Unity Missionary Baptist 

Church.  I have good friends, and even made some new 

friends while attending this writing program.  Real 

glad …that I got to tell my story. 
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Ring, Ring 

Ring, Ring, 

My phone goes off fifty times today, 

Man oh man, I wish it would stop. 

 

Ring, Ring, 

It rings another fifty times, 

Sighs here and there, “Who keeps calling?” 

 

Ring, ring, 

Ok, ok, 

I will now answer. Oh no! I missed the call. 

 

Ring, ring, 

“Yes, I finally answered.” 

“Hello, Hi. Whose calling?” 

 

“My name is Jesus.” 

“Yeah, right.” 

“It is true my child.” 

“Ok, I would like to see you perform a miracle.” 

“Ok, the chains are broken.” 

“What chains.” 

“The chains of your life -  all the bad times are over.” 
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Victim 

At night when I lay down to go to sleep -my mind, body, 

soul and memory take me back to misery.  No more strength 

gone get took from me.  Forget you, your dead to me. 

Never liked you at all, but she’s there to pick you up 

when you fall. I laugh when you fall you deserve no help. 

That’s another way of me telling you to go to hell.  My 

life, yes, you ruined, took two years for me not to go through 

it.  It killed me to see her with bruises, I knew it, you were 

no good beating her on a daily basis, but she fought back like 

she should. 

When she read my poem, she knew it was time to leave.  

She never knew how I felt because I kept inside of me.  She 

didn’t know if she wanted to leave or stay.  Either way, my 

hatred for you is never going away. 

  House to house, hotel to hotel, wasn’t in school.  My 

life is a living hell. One day she let you go, but I guess that 

a restraining order didn’t work. Call the cops didn’t work. 

What she gotta do for you to go is clearly understandable. 

She don’t want you anymore. Next thing you know she is 

having your baby? What else can get crazy? 

Finally, we got a house that I can call home.  It wasn’t 

home at all until something went wrong. Three in the 

morning smoking a blunt with big bro. Lay down to go to 

sleep, halfway to sleep, he wakes me and asks can he sleep 

next to me. 

I said yes to someone I trusted, but for some reason I had 

a bad feeling about something. 

So, I turned around pretended I was asleep, that’s when 

I felt his hands on me. 
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I laid there silently with no words, the tears rolling down 

my face, made it even worse he couldn’t see the tears or fears 

I had in my eyes.  That is when I felt his hand on my thigh. 

In fear, I laid there too scared to say anything.  That’s 

when his fingers inserted inside of me.  So, I decided to move 

my body in order for him to stop.  I heard his voice asking 

me was I sleeping. In my mind, I’m thinking “Why me? 

“Wondering when I tell my sister, who is she going to 

believe? 

He sat there and lied straight to her face saying he didn’t 

touch me.  If he did it was a mistake. No mistake, he knew 

what he was doing and who he was touching. Molester you 

disgust me! 

Well good thing she believed me but why keep it a secret? 

She left it up to me about what I wanted to do.  But why 

leave it up to me? You’re the parent you should choose! 

I was so hurt, I didn’t know what to do.  Days go by and 

he’s still here.  I feared it will happen again, but it didn’t. He 

was the suspect …and I was the victim. 
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Imagine Me 

When I was four years old, my two brothers and I got 

taken away from our parents because they used and sold 

drugs. Because of that, my brothers and I went to live with 

our grandpa.   

We lived with him for two years then he decided to take 

us into foster care.  I always wondered why we went to foster 

care but nobody told me and to this day I still don’t know 

why.  We lived in the foster care home for 2 ½ years and 

while there, I was sexually abused.   

My foster dad would sexually abuse me every time my 

foster mom would leave.  I told him to stop and he told me 

that if he was going to stop he was gonna do the same thing 

that he did to me to my brothers.  

I didn’t tell anybody until I got adopted by my grandma.  

Then she told my case worker and that’s all I know about 

what happened.  My brothers and I have been living with my 

grandma for going on 9 years now.  I named this “Imagine 

me” because Kirk Franklin made this song about people that 

has been hurt by people they love, and other people they 

hardly know. 

 

Dear God, Thank You for this beautiful life, and please 

forgive me if I don’t love it enough. 
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How Much for the Day? 

I wonder how much is really owed for this day?  I often 

ask myself, if God charged for everything that He has done 

for me, what would I do? I enjoy my days to the fullest, and 

I know that after all I put God through, I really can’t see how 

I deserve to have a pleasant moment in my life.   

God said “Thou shalt not lie.” And I have told more lies 

in my life than you could possibly imagine!  God said, “Thou 

shalt not steal.” But I have took from many people in my past 

just to do so!  He said, “Thou shalt not commit adultery.” 

But I have mastered myself as being a womanizer.  So, what 

do I deserve?  Absolutely nothing!  I should have been dead 

sleeping in my grave, but I found out that God’s grace is 

sufficient.   

It is written that, “He so loved the world that He gave his 

only begotten son Jesus.” I just have to thank Him.  It is 

funny after all I put Him through, He allowed me to enjoy 

my day and my mind to be at peace, so I ask the question to 

stay on the record, how much for the day? 
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Blown Like the Wind 

Being blown like the wind is like being passed around. 

Going everywhere you think you belong, but don't. You 

think wherever you go somebody, anybody, has to care 

about you. But, they don't.  

They don't care about you. Where you go, how you 

look, how you feel. They don't even care if you're there or 

not. Most people prefer if you're not anyway. So why should 

I care? Huh? Why should I care about you or your feelings? 

Why should I care if you stayed or left? It feels like I'm alone 

anyways.  

Being blown like the wind you feel unwanted. I often 

ask myself why am I still here, why do I still care, why do I 

stay? I can't remember the last time someone told me they 

loved me. They appreciate me. Or that they care. I don't trust 

people. I don't know how. It's like every time you get close 

to someone they always use you. Like that fan you have 

above your bed or in the corner of your room. You turn it on 

when it's convenient for you right? When you want the air 

on, when you want to feel cool, or just when you're hot.  

No one has ever just stopped and wondered how I 

feel or would feel. Never. But it's fine. Because they are 

going to need me before I need them. And I can promise you 

that on any day of the week when I make it out -why should 

I look back? Why should I care or answer when they call? I 

can do all things through Christ which strengthens me. That's 

always been my motto. That's the only thing that's been there 

for me. So why should I stop what I'm doing or stop chasing 

my goals just to check on or care for you? Did you do it for 

me? But what do I know? I'm just blown like the wind.  
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Why? 

Why when I look into your eyes I see nothing but when I 

open your chest I see scars? 

Black eyes and busted lips is what I seen.   

Hold my hand let’s explore this adventure together. 

Baby I have been through it all, it gets worse before it gets 

better. 

 

When I look into the sky I know your looking down on me 

wondering am I happy? 

Why when I see my name I think of you?  

My dreams will never come true. 

Why when I cry nobody’s here to wipe my tears away? 

I wish I had wings for me to fly away. 

Why when you put my shoes on you felt nothing but my 

pain? 

Destroying my life there is nothing for me to gain. 

Why when I say I love you I get no reply? 

I’m not saying it just as a fact I really do mean what I say. 

The letters I wrote your name on blew away. 

Why when I am happy you are not there to be happy with 

me? 

Is it because I make you unhappy? 

 

 Why then I tell you I am sorry you tell me to go to hell? 

That is why I’m gonna laugh when you end up in jail. 
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Why when I write my feelings down on paper you have no 

curiosity to read them. 

Is it because the truth hurts and your nothing but filled up 

with lies? 

Sorry you’re the devil! I have God on my side! 
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An Unforgettable Event 

 My best friend and I had just gone swimming.  I had two 

missed calls.  One voicemail that did not say anything.  I 

called the girl back and we talked then I finally asked, “So, 

why did you call? Not trying to sound mean.”  There was a 

pause, “Well, I called because Michelle’s daughter told me 

Trevor got shot in his face by his step-dad.”   

I was like, “What!?”  I scrolled through my phone calling 

everyone.  I kept calling Trevor…no answer. I text him, no 

reply.  My friend and grandmother kept asking me what was 

wrong.  I got in the car and was ready to go.  I am constantly 

calling people and getting no answers.  I was getting angry 

and confused and my appetite was almost gone.  While I was 

taking a shower, I knew he was gone.  I started to cry.  

 I got a call from my friend, I stopped crying to answer, 

she asked “Where are you?”  

 “At my grandmothers, where is my mom?”   

“At Sonny’s.”   

“Please get her home!”   

After that I got dressed and asked my grandmother if we 

could drive by before she dropped us off.  My friend was 

getting dressed. I was packing my stuff when a weird 

number was calling me. I answered “Ummm hello?”   

“This is mom.”   

“Mom, what is going on?”  

 “With what?” 

 “You know what mom.”  

My mother then said, “It’s true.”  
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Right then my heart dropped.  “Mom, stop lying!!!” I 

screamed into the phone.  My friend was there when I got 

dropped off crying.   

“I am not lying.”  My mother said quietly.  

“Yes, you are mom, stop! Mom, please stop lying.”   

My grandmother walked in and took the phone.  “Who 

is this? Oh ok…they just got done swimming, but we are on 

our way…okay…bye.”  

I got my stuff and put it in the car.  We all headed off and 

drove by, but by then the road was blocked. 
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Justice 

I have had a very big loss.  I have been in a lot of trouble 

with the law.  I have been locked up and arrested so many 

times that anytime something bad would happen, the next 

thing I know there would be a cop at my door asking me 

about it. At every corner I turned, I would get so angry. I felt 

like I was always being watched, and that every move I made 

was the wrong one.   

I got my life straight, I had a girlfriend.  I got in a little 

trouble, but nothing bad.  Still, they would not leave me 

alone. It’s hard, with all this scrutiny, to show her how much 

I really have changed.  I love her and want to always be with 

her.  It is just so hard when they won’t let me be free.  I just 

want to fly away with her and never look back.  Never see 

all the pain that I caused. 
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Why? 

I feel down right now.  I’m trying so hard to remember 

the little things of my childhood.  It hurts though, just to 

think of the stuff my mom did for drugs.  It did affect me 

now that I look at it.  It still does:  All the stupid decisions, 

poor choices and just plain abandonment.  I don’t think 

anyone knows I think this much about it.   

My life has been really messed up.  Being born addicted 

to meth, and alcohol doesn’t make things better.  I wish I 

could ask my birth mom, “Why?”  I want to know why she 

doesn’t care.  Does she even remember who I am?  Did she 

ever love me? All I wanna know is “Why?” 

Now that I think about it, I have to rely on people just to 

learn about who I am.  I ask all the time, every day.  I still 

don’t get clear pictures.  The images are confusing, and I just 

want to know who I am. I hate being this way, but all the 

pain I went through, all the torturing and loneliness.  When 

I get the pictures, they are recurring nightmares and they stay 

until I get new ones.  

 I have an image I cannot get rid of. I was five years old.  

My current step dad was drunk.  I had to stay home from 

school because I was sick. Every time I puked he said he 

would hit me and he did. I had to go to the hospital.  I don’t 

remember why.  I try not to. 
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Bad Choices I Made 

When I was growing up my dad wasn’t really there for 

me.  When he would say that he’d come for me …he didn’t.  

I would get mad.  Every time he said that he would show up 

and didn’t …I would get mad.   

One time I thought of robbing a bank. I didn’t care; I did 

a lot of bad things but never got caught.  For instance, there 

was this one time when I was high with my friends.  We went 

to a store and my friend stole something and the rest of us 

didn’t know it.  He said run and we did. The cops chased us 

for about 15 minutes.  We hid in a dark alley for about an 

hour.  We peaked out to see if the cops were still around and 

then went home to chill.   

Of all the reasons for my bad choices I realize it was not 

my dad’s fault …but my own.  I took my anger out on my 

mom and the community.  Robbing was one of the things I 

did.  I use to hang out with gangs and I use to do things for 

them for money, like the stealing.  When I did that for a while 

they asked me if I wanted to join their gang.  I told them 

maybe and they said that is cool, they have all the time in the 

world.  The reason I made bad choices is I thought it was 

right to do it.  When I was little I would go to a store and 

steal candy.  Then I started to steal from my mom and bigger 

stuff.   

The worst day of my life came when I smoked K2 silver.  

I was at my friend’s house and they said I got this new stuff.  

So, I bought about two grams and I smoked like four bowls.   

I did the first two hits I felt the high coming in …I should 

have stopped. I was tripping but I kept going. By the time I 

was on the forth bowl, it felt like I was in another dimension.  

I felt like I was smoking with the demons.  I thought they 

were actually my friends.  I went through a lot of bad stuff 

while riding out that high.  I still remember everything that 
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happened. In the end, it was just another bad choice. It’s not 

my dad’s fault. 
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My Life from the Window Top 

 I was born September 29, 1996 in Parsons, Kansas.  Do 

you want to know something awesome that most people do 

not know about me? My mom was told that she would never 

have any kids by her doctor.  She ended up having three kids 

and I was the first.  She wanted a baby girl and she got a 

baby girl! I am the miracle baby from Jesus! 

 God does answer your prayers!  I really do not 

remember my new-born years, but honestly who really does? 

 When I was four years old my parents split up.  My mom 

and I packed our bags and moved to Avilla, Missouri with 

my grandparents, Jack and Linda.  During this time my mom 

was getting phone calls and text messages left and right from 

my dad harassing her for them to get back together, this 

continued for about 5 months.  My mom tried everything that 

she knew to get him to stop doing what he was doing to her.   

The only thing she did not do was call the police.  Looking 

back now and being 15, I honestly think she still loved him 

but it truly wasn’t love it was that my mom just wanted to 

feel like she was being loved from the man she had a child 

with.   That is the only reason she thought she loved him. 

 In June of 2004, I started preschool.  During the second 

week of school my dad found where my mom and I were 

living.  My mom was at Wal-Mart, where my father just 

happened to be even though he lived in Parsons, Kansas.  

Nobody that I know would drive four hours just to go to a 

store. 

 He bought my mom pink roses which are her favorite 

kind and a laundry basket.  I guess the roses were great if he 

was trying to crush her in my opinion and a laundry basket 

really? He wrote her a poem that was so generic: 

“Roses are red 
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Violet are blue 

And you are beautiful too. 

Please come back to me, baby.” 

 My mom of course fell for this horrible stupidity! My 

family moved to Carthage, Missouri.  My father started 

smoking hard core marijuana to the point that there were 

times that I couldn’t even tell if he was higher than a kite or 

he was having withdrawals. This happened on many 

occasions. 

 My mom could not do anything about the abuse either.  

She was always working trying to support our family, while 

my dad sat on his ass and did nothing for real! 

 My mom got pregnant with my little brother John when 

I was five years old.  One morning my mom was at work and 

had come home very late.  My father became very physical 

with her.  I was always at home with him.   

My mom got off work at 4:00 and would go to the bar 

with her friend so she didn’t have to come home.  I would 

feel abandoned when she would do that. I never quite 

understood why she did that.  Ten years later, I found out 

that he would hit and punch her.  I did not know that at the 

time.   

I could go on, but I won’t …at least not for now. Now 

that I am older, I look back at my life from the window top. 

It’s better now. So much better. 
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Addiction 

I feel like it is a lifelong disease.  Something I cannot 

escape.  Cannot run or hide from.  Maybe it is my fate. 

No matter how hard I try to get away, drugs always find 

me. When they do, they seem more appealing. 

I wanna do things bigger than before.  I naturally try to 

outdo myself.  Having this addiction is like jumping in an 

ocean with an anchor on my foot, gasping for air. 

Opening up my eyes, underwater, seeing sharks swim 

around me. Hoping one of them will just eat me and put me 

out already. 

I do not know what draws me to them. 
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Looking Down on Me 

It was February 7, 2009 when she died.  It was very hard 

to deal with.  Even now it is difficult to process that she is 

gone.  Sometimes it just feels like she is on vacation and she 

is going and she is going to come back.  But deep down I 

know she isn’t. 

She was always in and out of the hospital.  One day she 

had went to the hospital and was really sick.  Then all of a 

sudden it seemed like every day she was getting better and 

better.  Until my mom picked me up from school and told 

me we needed to go to the hospital.   That is when I figured 

out she must not be doing too good. 

From that day on, she just kept getting worse and the 

doctors did not know what was wrong with her.  They did a 

biopsy.  We went to her room before she was about to have 

her a biopsy.  We just kept telling her to hang on and be 

strong and we love you.  She was in very bad condition.  She 

couldn’t even speak to us.  Evidently, she must have heard 

what we were saying because she held on.  She did not hold 

for as long as we hoped.  The next day she died. 

We spent like a week planning for her funeral and it was 

very hard.  The hardest part is having to attend the funeral.  

It was such a painful day, not just for me but for the rest of 

the family. 

Even though most days it feels like she is gone and is 

coming back in a day or two, she is not.  When I am home I 

get very sad and emotional.  Sometimes I wonder why she 

had to leave so soon, but sometimes I wonder maybe God 

wanted her to be with him.  Sometimes I am happy that now 

she does not have to deal with all the pain and suffering in 

the world.   
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To conclude, I know it may be tough for me sometimes 

but I know she is always going to be shining down and 

looking over me. 
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My Life 

I wouldn’t change anything. It has made me who I am. 

That doesn’t mean I do not have regrets. 

I have been raped.  I have had to watch my best friend be 

raped. I have missed out on most of my high school years.  I 

have had family troubles. Not only because I did drugs, but 

my parents did drugs most of my childhood. 

So, when I ask my mom about my childhood she can 

only tell me some of it. My father and I never got along until 

about three months ago.  Before then, he would always tell 

me how I was a burden to the family. How I will never 

amount to anything.   

We recently had plans this last weekend to do something 

for my birthday. He went out of town instead. He 

rescheduled for today. I hope he follows through. 

Sometimes I wish I would have gotten beaten instead of 

verbally abused. Now that my father and I are all good, I still 

think about the things that he used to say to me.  I wonder if 

they are true. 

Watching my parent’s relationship was intense.  I feel 

like that is how all relationships are.  I am scared to waste 

my time on someone that is going to screw me over in the 

end. Or if someone gives me their all, I feel like I will end 

up screwing them over. Things are not meant to last forever.   

Childhood does not last forever.  School and work do not 

last forever.  Why do I think this way? Would I think like 

this if I would have never done drugs?  No one knows.  This 

isn’t even the beginning of my all.  They say everything 

happens for a reason.  I just hope that is true. 
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Something to Cry About 

I had just started walking home after our 1980 Southeast 

Kansas Pee-Wee Championship Game (otherwise known as 

the Super Bowl game).  We lost to Parsons, Kansas; 

everyone on their team looked like they were at least 10 

years old – which is way too old to be playing Pee-Wee 

football.  I was only seven years old and I remember my “Mr. 

Goodbar” t-shirt stuck against my skin as I walked the three 

blocks to my house.  The sound of my cleats hitting the 

pavement drove away the silence.  The devastation of the 

loss squeezed tears from my eyes and I did not know why.  

In hindsight, maybe I wished my family would have been 

there for such an important day? 

I walked in through the back door of our small two-

bedroom home only to see my father standing there with a 

beer in his hand.  The smell of tomato sauce cooking filled 

the kitchen.  My father heard me walk through the door, and 

in his drunken and high state he asked me why I was crying.  

When I told him we lost the game, he looked at me with 

disgust and gritted his teeth.  I hated it when he gritted his 

teeth.  It was loud and it felt like he was going to break every 

one of them.  He then said, “That is no reason to cry, little 

girl I will give you something to cry about.” He scooped me 

up and plunged both my hands into the hot boiling water 

where the noodles were to be cooked.  I screamed at the top 

of my lungs for someone to help me. 

 He dropped me to the floor as I curled up in a ball 

crying.  He smirked and said, “Now you have something to 

cry about.” I exclaimed over and over, “Oh God!”  My father 

said, “God doesn’t like crybabies.”  To this day, I cannot 

stand the smell of noodles and tomato sauce being cooked 

on the stove. 
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Abuse was something very common in my everyday life.  

I thought everyone’s father hit them if they got out of line or 

started to cry over something.  I recall another incident when 

my mother and father were arguing, which was not unusual.  

My dad came home drunk and high, and my mom was mad 

at my dad possibly because he did not share his drugs or he 

was out cheating on her.  I could see his face turn red and he 

started gritting those teeth, like a chainsaw was being started 

up, then “POP.”  I saw him hit my mother in the face like it 

was some sort of prize fighter.  My mother was lying on the 

living room floor crying.  As I ran to her, I was crying and 

saying, “Get up Mommy you will be okay.”  In a matter of 

seconds, I could feel my body being lifted up through the air 

and flying down the hallway.  When I hit the floor, I could 

not breathe, and my side ached.  I could hear my father bark, 

“Now there’s something to cry about you little girl.” 

I have a constant physical reminder on my right forearm 

of my dad’s wrath.  There is a scar I received when I was 

only eight years old.  My cousin Shane had come down to 

visit for a few days.  When Shane and his family were getting 

ready to go back home to Kansas City, Shane’s mother, Patty, 

asked if I could go with them for a week, and she would 

bring me back.  Like always, my father told her I couldn’t go 

because I was needed at home.  I thought, “The only reason 

he wants me at home is so I can be his punching bag.”  When 

I saw them drive out of the drive way, I started to tear up 

because not only was I going to miss them, but I wanted out 

of the “HELL” we called home.  My father saw that I was 

upset and kicked me in the back hard enough that I went 

flying into the glass door.  My right arm went through the 

glass which sliced my wrist from top to bottom.  “Now look 

what you have done, little girl, you broke the F-ing window!”  

As blood gushed from my arm, he grabbed me and put his 

finger in my cut; I do not remember much after this other 

than waking up in the hospital.  When I woke up, my mother 

and father had their best game faces on and had already told 
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the nurses and doctors I was running in the kitchen and 

slipped on the floor which caused me to fly through the 

window.  I knew not to tell the truth about what had really 

happened.  After I received many stitches in my forearm they 

sent me home with my mother and father.  All the way home 

in the car, all I heard was how much money this was going 

to cost my father.  I remember him saying, “You’re just a 

little girl crying all the time.” 

Sad to say I spent most of my life angry at everyone, 

getting into fights any chance I could.  Knew I would be fine 

because no one I was going to fight could hit as hard as my 

father.  I was even angry with God for not being there to take 

me out of such a horrible home.  I prayed every night asking 

God to take me away or let him have a crash and die on the 

way home tonight, neither one ever happened.  God just did 

not care about me; I was weak like my father said who wants 

a weak son?  I then joined the military for the sole purpose 

for them to teach me how to kill people so I could come 

home and take care of my father.  I got the opportunity to do 

exactly what I wanted to do with the military.  Most people 

think they are ready for anything, at 18 years old I was not 

ready for the things and the images I would see for the rest 

of my life.  Not being saved I would ask whoever is in charge 

up there to please take the nightmares away, they never did.  

So, I figured I did not have time for God if he never had time 

for me. 

When I met my wife, I told her I would be the best father 

and husband I could be, but do not force me into any religion.  

In 2003, a man named Val Nelson came into my life, and he 

spoke to me about Jesus.  He was one of those guys who 

would not take no for an answer.  After hearing what Jesus 

went through and how his father let him carry the cross for 

everyone, including a crying little girl like me, I knew I 

wanted to give my life to him and be baptized. 
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My wife and I were baptized together, and I invited my 

mother and my father to come along.  My mother and father 

were both there.  After I was immersed under the water and 

lifted back up, I felt amazing!  All I could do was hold my 

wife and cry.  I remember going over and giving my father 

and hug and saying to him, “Now, this is something worth 

crying about.” 
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Paint Brush 

I keep my paintbrush with me 

Wherever I may go, 

In case I need to cover up 

So the real me doesn’t show, 

Afraid of what you’ll do-that 

You might laugh at me, 

I’m afraid I might lose you. 

 

I’d like to remove all my paint coats 

To show you the real, true me, 

But I want you to try and understand 

I need you to accept what you see, 

So if you’ll be patient and close your eyes 

I’ll strip off all my coats real slow, 

Please understand how much it hurts 

To let the real me show. 

 

Now my coats are all stripped off 

I feel naked, bare, and cold, 

And if you still love me with all that you see 

You are my friend, pure as gold. 

 

I need my paintbrush though 
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And hold it in my hand, 

I want to keep it handy  

In case someone doesn’t understand, 

So please protect me my dear friend  

And thanks for loving me true, 

But please let me keep my paintbrush 

Until I love me too. 
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A New Beginning 

I moved to Grandview from Lee Summit!  The day after 

we moved, my brother and I decided to walk around and see 

how it was.  We headed to the school park to see if it was 

cracking.  It wasn’t, but four guys were playing a little game 

of two on two basketball.  Tyler and I sat on the swings.  This 

guy started yelling, “Hey!”  I turned around and Tyler told 

me to play hard to get.  So, I turned back around and started 

talking to Tyler.   

Getting sick off the smell of metal, I turned to Tyler and 

asked him if he wanted to leave.  But as we were leaving that 

same guy yelled, “Hey, why are you leaving?”  So, in my 

mind I’m saying I got a good macking game.  I was about to 

get his digits as I was leaving. I walked to the top of the 

basketball court.  He asked what my name was.  

“Taylor, what is yours?” I asked him his,  

“Jay.”   

He said to text him and we could meet back up there. 

After we started hanging out together, we were in the 

parking lot and he told me to put my arms out.  So I did, and 

he picked me up.  My thoughts were flowing in my head that 

he was about sex and only sex. But silly me, I did not listen 

to myself.  After that, we would just text off and on. 

Two days later, I started school and I was good until I 

got ISS for almost fighting this girl.  I got ISS for provocative 

language, and she didn’t because she didn’t use any cussing.  

When I got out of ISS two days later, everybody in the school 

knew me because of something I did with Jay.  It was not 

cute or funny because everybody labeled me.  But only a few 

didn’t care what I did and they still were my friends till now!   
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The last two months I went there, I got talked about and 

everybody didn’t like me in Grandview.   

My life changed because deep down in my heart I knew 

from day one that I had to watch what I said and did.  Most 

times I did, but sometimes I let my guard down and screwed 

up.  Most days I went home with teary eyes because of what 

people would say about me.   

Now that I moved to Leavenworth, Kansas, I have 

nothing to worry about.  I have a clean reputation.  The only 

person in Grandview I talk to is my guy friend, Dominick. 
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Daddy’s Girl 

Living your life without a dad or father figure is one of 

the hardest things.  My dad left my mom when I was two 

years old.  I cried for days.  My mom would try and make 

me feel better but I would just start kicking and screaming at 

her.  She told me that I blamed her for why my dad left. 

Ever since then my life changed completely.  When he 

left, I would cry my eyes out every Father’s Day.  For the 

first time this past Father’s Day I did not cry.  My mom has 

always been there to cheer me up and support me when I 

would do things and needed someone. 

I am very proud of myself.  I have been great in my life 

without him.  Yes, I might do things a little better if I had 

him in my life.  I have grown so much in my life ever since 

he left.  Sometimes I thought he left because of me.  I think 

the reason he left was because he was not ready to be a man 

and take care of his responsibilities.  That is okay with me 

because one day he is going to need me in his life just as I 

need him now.   

For all you kids who don’t have your parents in your life 

I just want to tell you that they still love you.  They just don’t 

know how to show their love to you. 
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Are You Scared? 

Are you scared? 

Why, what is there to fear? 

It is only you and I. 

 

Are you running? 

You know you will come back and that is a fact. 

You can never run or hide. 

The fear will always be inside. 

 

Why are you quitting? 

No one’s around 

You haven’t been found. 

 

Silence in the air. 

Blood is everywhere. 

 

So now you know it was you. 

The gun went off, you did not care. 

But that was then, this is now. 

 

You are looking at what you have done. 

Was it you or was it the gun. 
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Can you hide or should you run? 

It is a joke, was it all for fun? 

Do you see now, what you have done? 

 

Let me know, so I can go, 

But just to let you know. 

I am the fear you will never know. 

 

Are you scared? 
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Trust 

The word trust means a lot.  Without trust, there is not a 

relationship.  How can you rely on someone or something 

without trust?   

In my life, I lost because I put trust in the wrong things.  

I had to put trust towards the people who did me dirty.  I had 

so much trust in the drugs that I was dealing with.  I lost 

myself.  I woke and looked myself in the mirror and said I 

was one “bad mutha.”  

I came to realize what I lost by trusting the wrong thing. 

I had lost my family, close friends and most of all my ex-

girlfriend.  I had lost everything - all the drugs and money 

and new clothing, shoes, everything. I lost trust, love, and 

most of all faith.  All lost because of addiction. I almost got 

killed over drugs.   

The sad thing is that I am only 14 years old going through 

something no kid should go through.  I have been jumped so 

severely that I was bleeding out of my head.   

Forgiveness is another word that means a lot.  In order to 

forgive others, I have to forgive myself for putting myself 

through all that.  I see myself as a survivor not as a victim.  I 

no longer want to be a victimized.   

Now I have regained everything I had lost.  Faith, love, 

and trust.  I have my health back, but it took a while for me 

to get that back.  I was sent to rehab in Kansas City for my 

addiction.   

I found an amazing girlfriend who has been there for me 

for quite some time.  She supports me as well as my family.  

I still run into old problems, but I try to stay away as far as 

possible.   
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The people in society have a better perception of me than 

they did before.  Life is too short to hold grudges and have 

regrets.  My addiction has made me the man I am today. 
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Miracles 

Do you think there is a heaven?  Do you think there is a 

God?  Do you think there is such thing as miracles?  I do.  

Did you ever hear about the little girl that was supposed to 

have died in a fire but lived? For my life, I have tons of 

miracles that I am thankful for. 

When I was a baby, my biological dad beat my mom.  I 

had a very stressful, loud childhood.  When I was four my 

mom and dad broke up.  Two years later my mom married 

my step dad.  When I was older, about 10 until now, it started 

to get bad and he got abusive.  They kept splitting up and 

getting back together.  It caused a lot of stress and I gave up 

on myself. 

Ever since I was young I loved nature: plants, animals, 

science.  I have always wanted to be a vet or work with 

animals.  I still want to.  I want to be a zoologist.  Lately I 

have been having a low self-esteem.  I hope that someday 

my mind will be at peace.  I know that I will have everything 

I want: absolutely no stress, a small, cozy home, 2 kids that 

I adopt, and a pet monkey that I will name Bob. 

Although there is a lot more to my story, I find it hard to 

talk about.  I find it makes me emotional.  Not only has my 

mom been abused and had a rough childhood, I am scared 

that is where I am headed.  As a person, I feel worthless, I 

feel the path for me has nothing but horrible, bad things 

ahead. 

When I was younger, I was sexually abused by my two 

favorite uncles.  After it happened I felt no self-worth.  There 

was no reason for me to live or go on.  I always start to tear 

up and cry when I talk about my past.  I was so low and I 

was really a no body.  Trying to express that is hard.  I do 

not want to remember what I went through.  I was also 

physically and emotionally abused by both of my dad’s.  
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They put me down, and it hurt a lot.  I will not go through it 

again.   

That is where the miracle comes in.  Writing is my 

miracle to overcome my feelings and emotions.  I want to 

pass hope onto others and keep myself feeling positive 

instead of thinking negative.  There are such things as 

miracles and mine is you and you are hope. 
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Skittles 

Skittles taste the rainbow 

When you taste them it’s like “Whoa!” 

 

You pop them into your mouth. 

And let the flavors flow. 

 

You cut open the packet. 

But try not to make too much racket. 

 

Because if they shatter, 

They just might scatter. 

 

So be careful what you do. 

When you decide, it is your time 

To taste the Rainbow. 
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A World of One 

I wish that the whole world could have at least one week 

full of friendship.  That no person would have to worry about 

getting made fun of because of their disabilities or their 

height or childhood experiences.  I wish that people would 

look deeper into the person than just the appearance.   

I was made fun of in school all the time when I was a kid.  

I was made fun of because of my looks and ever since then 

it has beat me up inside.  Just because of the fact, the people 

who did make fun of me are my friends now and they say 

they are sorry.  Sometimes I wonder if it’s the truth.   

I think that being made fun of has made me a stronger 

person.  Strong enough that when I see it happening to others, 

I try and help as best I can.   

Even though we might look different, we are all brothers 

and sisters through Christ.  I do not think he made us and the 

world this way to see us fight and pick on others and the 

things around us.  We should just become a world of one.  
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Changes 

Change? What kind? How much? Why? When? How?  

All these things whiz through my mind like the road 

runner running from his impending death.  They cut through 

my emotions like a blade of which I don’t know the holder.  

But…what can I do to change what happens?  We all have 

to accept it.  This is an account of the worst type of change, 

the unknown change.  

I came home this day not expecting anything. I did not 

have a care in the world.   

“Hi mom.”  I realize I am ignorant of my mom’s hello.  

My mom needs to tell me something.  I ask “Where is dad, 

is he late?” 

My mom tells me “No, your dad is not coming”.   

The words wrap around me crippling my insides.  I did 

not know what to say.  I was frozen like an iceberg in an 

ocean of questions and worry.  I asked her what she did.  I 

stabbed at her with the questions.  She told me they are 

getting a divorce. 

Lots of things have come and went since then.  All those 

things make me who I am today.  Just remember the one 

change you can control is the change inside of you.  No one 

can take that away from you. 
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Alone  

I remember when my mom was gone; I had to stay with 

my dad. My dad got upset because he had to take care of me. 

It seemed messed up to me that he didn't want to take care of 

me. He just took me home and locked me in my room.  

I was crying and felt like nobody cared about me; that I 

was worthless.  I was knocking on the door, screaming to 

him to let me out but he ignored me. I went to the window. I 

still remember that it was raining when I saw dad get his 

truck and leave. He just left. He left me there starving and I 

was just a little kid. I didn't know what to do, so I stayed 

there crying until I fell asleep.   

Since that day, I started thinking bad about myself. I 

thought nobody cared or remembered me and stuff like that 

I was wrong, because one day my cousin found out and she 

came and got me. I was really happy that somebody cared.  

She took me home with her. Once we were at her house, 

she asked me if I wanted to play a game. I said, “Yes”. She 

took her clothes off and showed me her body. She told me I 

was the dad and she was the mom. At that point in my life, 

it seemed OK because when I went to see my dad, he would 

have sex.  There was one lady he was with all the time, but 

when my dad wasn't there the lady would take off her clothes 

and show me things, so I thought it was OK to have sex 

because I always saw my dad doing it.  

Now let's get back to my cousin; she told me to touch her 

in places and things like that. Honestly, I felt loved and felt 

somebody cared, so we kept doing things. It was our dirty 

secret. 

I thought about sex and having a girlfriend. I was going 

to school, and at that time there was the substitute teacher.  

She was in her 20’s and when she would take me to her house, 
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we did things.  Now I realize that the things we were doing 

weren’t OK. 
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A Different Way to See It 

Woke this morning around 8am and realized that I had 

to go and do Community Service.  I lay in bed for a while 

planning out my day.  I did not want to go because I wanted 

to be lazy.   

But my mom made me get up and she took me to the 

Salvation Army.  I cleaned windows, took out trash, picked 

up trash and helped cook lunch.  I did not know so many 

people had it rough in the world until today.  I then served 

almost 150 homeless people.   

It hurt me to see little kids living on the streets with their 

parents.  I handed them their trays, and I saw them smile at 

me.  It made me feel like a better person.  I worked from 9am 

until 2:30pm. It did not feel like community service, it felt 

like I was changing lives. 
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Is There Hope? 

Hope for me? 

Is there hope for me to change? 

What I do in life? 

Does anyone hear me screaming for hope? 

Hope? 

Does hope ever hear me through this thick wall? 

The walls around me hard to breath. 

Can’t move, it is hard to breath. 

Hope through these walls, is there? 
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Getting Help 

It all started when I was born.  My real dad was never 

there, my mom was there every day.  She cared for me but 

my dad hit me and broke my nose.  Hit me with a belt when 

my mom was working.  My dad threw food all over the place 

and then when my mom got home my mom called the police.   

When I turned 13 my dad came back.  I hit him, and my 

mom came in front of me and told me, “You’re nothing like 

him.  You will be successful.” Then I was smoking weed and 

drinking and I hit my mom.  My dad ended up dying. Before 

he died, he was changing his ways and it made me upset and 

angry.  So, I started smoking K2 and I was trying to kill 

myself.  It almost happened.  I was in the hospital when I 

turned 14.   

My step dad came, and I did not give him a chance.  I hit 

him too.  I was being selfish and I told him I did not care.   

By the time I turned 17, we were best friends.  He was 

the best dad ever.  I got sent to Mt. Vernon Department of 

Youth Service for 7 months.  It hurt bad and I hated it.  I 

changed and have cleaned my room, I was helping my step 

dad and my mom.  I told all of them I love them.   

The questions you have to ask yourself is: How will this 

affect my life? Will I change? Will I have someone to help 

me?  There are people who want to help.  You just need to 

be helped and you can succeed.  If someone does help you, 

it is your choice to be successful. 
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Acting 

“All the world is a stage, and we are merely the players.”  

Clever words written by William Shakespeare.  We learn 

from a young age how to please people.  If an occasion calls 

for it one might build this whole hard exterior to get through 

a situation or put on a false voice and develop a whole new 

set of mannerisms and idiosyncrasies.   

The world is a stage, I am an actor, and that comes with 

special skills.  I am able to observe a person and give them a 

whole back story.  Site specific conversations having never 

said a word to that person.  I can project my emotions to a 

crowd of people and have them feel what I feel.   

In order to do that I must utilize what I have been through 

whether it is positive or negative.  Then I can manipulate 

those feelings inside to the best of my ability.  I have to tap 

into these hidden parts of my brain to access such powers.   

I remember being in a heart stopping emotional play, 

“Our Voices.”  The director called for us to write a letter to 

a person who has let you down.  The character I was had 

been abandoned by his father and his mother was an abusive 

alcoholic and drug addict.  She beat her daughter almost 

every night.   

Because of my character’s background I wrote a letter to 

my father (he never read it) telling him, “I am grateful you 

stuck around and supported us financially.  Do not get me 

wrong you have always been there physically but when was 

the last time you saw one of my shows?”  That was a 

rhetorical question because the answer is 4 years.  “I thank 

you because your absence has always been my motivation.  

Thank you for calling me a b**ch, punk and other harmful 

words.  It has only made me stronger in my craft.” 
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That letter really allowed me to grow more invested 

within myself and bring the whole audience to tears.  I am 

an actor.  One might even call us a special kind of people.  It 

is true, we are a little messed up but facing the facts, living a 

normal life is not all that fun. 
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Goodbye 

You watched me take my first breath.  You helped me 

take my first steps.  But you were not there to catch me when 

I fell.   

You helped me ride my first bike.  You gave me a 

helping push.  When I fell, you left to take a business call.  

Again, you were not there to catch me.  Let alone help me 

up.  

 You told me that you would tuck me in at night, and read 

me a bedtime story.  I would wait there in the light.  Waiting 

for you.  For my story.  You did not come.  

 I cried myself to sleep that night.  It started to happen 

every night.  Until I realized you had left.  Daddy do not go!  

I love you forever and so.  Still, I was left in your dust.  Just 

wrap me in your arms again.  Call me your princess one last 

time!  Before you leave, I must say good bye. 
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Passion  

 Now we lay down to rest. 

Under the ground with mice crawling around. 

Earth worms making our bodies their home. 

We have survived life's hard test. 

Now peacefully we are to rest. 

Dancing after life with you. 
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Helped 

Out of all the shrinks I have seen, counselors I have 

talked with, psychiatrists, people that I ignored, out of all of 

them -Writing for the Soul Workshop™ has done the most 

for me.   It has impacted me and changed me in more ways 

than I could have thought.   

I thank the people who helped me.  I am different 

because of them and my writing. 
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Not an Ordinary Day 

Back when I was a kindergartner in Granby, Missouri, 

something horrible happened in my family.  

My day started pretty ordinary but let me tell you what 

happened. I got on the school bus in the morning, went to 

school, had recess, went back to class, and rode the bus home 

just like every other day. When I got home we sat down in 

the kitchen to do homework. My homework that day was a 

little bit of math and practicing to write my name. What we 

didn't know was that my three-year-old nephew, Kobe, 

found a lighter and went alone into my bedroom. He shut the 

door, and no one knew what he was doing. 

My sister started to wonder where her son was, and 

shouted out, "Where's Kobe?" Each of my family members 

said, "I don't know." Then, in a serious panic, my sister said, 

"Go find Kobe!" We all went to look for Kobe. He wasn't 

outside in the yard, or in the bathroom. Then my mom went 

by my bedroom door and saw smoke, but we still didn't know 

where Kobe was. As we continued to look for Kobe, our 

trailer filled with a thick white smoke that stunk like melted 

mattress. Even though we still couldn't find Kobe, we all had 

to get out of the house. 

Once I was out of the house, I hurried to the neighbor's 

house, asking them to call 911. They called 911, and we 

cried balling tears as we waited for the fire department to 

come. When the fire truck got there some of the firemen 

started putting out the fire while other firemen went inside 

looking for Kobe. They found Kobe inside my bedroom 

closet. He was dead. They carried out his body, and he was 

burnt all up. His body was blackened and looked awful. He 

was taken to the funeral home. 

Before the fire department left, they gave us money to 

get new clothes and the things we needed, and told us to go 
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shopping. After we got new clothes and toys, we went to 

plan the funeral. We had to have the funeral far away in 

Louisiana with our family. We all went to church for 

strength. 

After the funeral, we had a really fun party with all the 

family. We did this to celebrate Kobe making it to glory 

because he went to heaven. 
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False Tales 

Lie of a washed-up prom queen. 

Why did you tell me everything was fine? 

That everything is okay? 

 

Tear me up. 

Everything’s dead inside… 

You could have told me, 

at least I would have known. 

You should have told me,   

and carved it in my bones. 

 

Tear out my eyes, 

remove the gift of sight 

proves ever cursing. 

The light won’t find us here.   

 

These oceans are far between our hurts. 

The breathing has got too hard. 

I need one last thing from you. 

Just one simple thing. 

I need one last thing from you. 

Hold my breath. 
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A Walk in the Park 

When I was a little kid I always went to the park. I loved 

being outdoors, smelling the fresh air, and the river rocks; I 

hated the sound of him popping open the beer because I 

knew what would happen after he got a good buzz going.  

He’d start calling me names because I’d “rather pick flowers” 

than watch a stupid football game because like “real men” 

do. 

One day he and I went for a walk in the park.  I remember 

the day; it was sunny, birds were chirping, and I smelled the 

freshly cut grass. He was drinking, which wasn’t always a 

good sign, so we went for a hike. We were climbing over 

rocks and I cut my leg open on this bright red rock. My blood 

was glistening in the sun, and it all smelled metallic. The 

smell almost made me puke. I was crying and he started 

yelling at me, telling me to shut up or he was gonna make 

me, which made me cry even more.  

When we got home, I was in my room crying. It was 

before dinner and that’s when he started drinking hard liquor. 

He rushed in my room with a bottle of Skyy vodka and yelled, 

“Since you ain’t shutting up, I’m gonna make you cry louder” 

so he started pouring the vodka in my cut. This made it hurt 

more; the pain was astonishing!  It felt like he poured hot 

lava all up in my leg.  

He left me alone for about 5 minutes and I thought about 

what he could do to me next; I mean there was so many 

possibilities running through my mind about what he’d done 

to me before. This scared me even more so I cried even 

harder. 

He came in with a flyswatter and started hitting my leg 

with the metal end of the flyswatter which in turn made my 

cut bigger.  I couldn’t stop crying which made him rage even 
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more which made it hurt even more. He made me cry so 

much harder. I cried myself to sleep that night. 

I woke up in the morning to the smell of grits and him 

talking about how he had never heard a boy scream, squeal, 

and cry like I did.  I almost puked again, but this time 

because I was so blind with rage. I had so much rage inside; 

I was already hurt and I didn’t care so I started walking 

towards him. I thought about what he could do to my mom 

which made me rage even more making my adrenaline pump 

even faster.  I rushed him and just let all my rage out because 

I always lived in fear and worried about what he would do 

to me. I had to stand up for myself, or I would become just 

like him. 
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Don’t Give Up 

 When I lived in Alaska, I never stayed in one place.  I 

always moved after a while.  I never stayed at one school.  I 

would get done with the year but then move to a different 

school.   

The only school I was at for more than two years was 

Pharming Elementary School.  That was for 3 years.  I went 

there when I was in 3rd grade to 5th grade.  They said 6th grade 

was middle school.  After that year, I went to middle school.  

That was fun.   

At first, I had trouble but I got the hang of it.  Then it got 

worse.  My mom told me and my brother that we had to leave 

to go to Arkansas. I did not want to leave but she made me.   

We moved because of my dad.  So, we drove to Arkansas.  

My first day was horrible.  I could not find anything.  Not 

my locker, not my classes.  I was mad because of that.  But 

then it got easier.   

I learned that if you stick to whatever you are doing it 

will get easier soon. 
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Taken 

When I was a little girl, my sibling’s Joseph, Donovan 

and I were taken away from my mom. We were taken away 

from her the day before Donovan’s first birthday. We were 

taken away from her because the electric company wouldn’t 

turn the electric back on.   

When the social worker came to get us, she grabbed 

Donovan and Joseph first, because she knew it would be 

easier to get them. When she came to get me, I took off 

running and hid under the bed. I got a goose egg size bump 

on my head because I hit my head when I was getting 

dragged out by the social worker. On the way out the door I 

grabbed my mom and wouldn’t let go, so I got yelled at then 

got jerked away from her and put into the car. We were all 

taken to the Social Services Office where we could be placed 

with families. All of us were given toys and blankets while 

we were there. It took them a while to find us families for us 

to stay with. Then they finally found us families that would 

take us in. 

Donovan and I were placed in the same house, but 

Joseph was placed in a different one. They dropped off 

Joseph first, and then they dropped me and Donovan off.  

Donovan and I only stayed in that house for a few 

months, because they thought the woman’s husband was 

messing with some of the little kids. Then we were moved 

to a different home for only a few weeks.  

Joseph was placed in two different houses that didn’t 

turn out to good for him, so he was finally placed with his 

grandma. It took my mom a year and half to get us back in 

her custody. I have been living with my mom for almost ten 

and half years, and I don’t know what I would have done if 

I didn’t live with her, because it has been the best time of my 

life. 
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Wish You Were Here 

I lost you at 13. 

I wish you were here. 

I was the only one you remembered 

Then your eyes were clear. 

 

I miss you like crazy. 

Wish you could see your grandkids. 

But I know that you’re somewhere near. 

At times, I hate that year gone. 

But I guess that’s what God wanted. 

I think of you a lot, they used to say 

We are twins. 

Sometimes I wish that my life would end. 

 

I pray for better days. 

And I know they are soon to come. 

I just wish you were here, to show me love. 

I just wish you were here, but 

I know you’re up above. 

Love, your daughter 
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My Worst Day Ever 

 My worst day was when someone shot up the house next 

door.  My cousin, mom and I were all asleep.  Suddenly, 

three gun shots went off.  My mom and cousin dropped on 

the floor and my cousin Doneasha and I crawled to my 

mom’s room.   Then my mom told me to crawl to the kitchen 

and I said, “No” in fear.  It was the safest place, so my cousin 

went and I went after her and then my mom followed.   

After we got in the kitchen she started to ask did you hear 

what they did?  My cousin said “yes” and that they sounded 

like they came from the porch.  Someone had shot three 

times and left.  Then my mom started to look outside and 

saw KC with his car.  My mom started to call the cops.  3 

minutes later the cops arrived and we all went outside.   

The cops told us to leave.  So, we went to take my cousin 

home.  6 weeks later it was time to move to Joplin, Missouri. 
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Trapped 

Have you ever felt trapped, like you’re underwater and 

you have to buy air to breathe? That’s what addiction feels 

like, only worse.  

I wonder what life would be like for me if I would have 

never started using drugs and drinking alcohol. Then I think 

again, would I be the person I am today? I’ve met some 

pretty amazing people. Would I have been raped? I probably 

wouldn’t be in the Department of Youth Services.  

The things I’ve done and seen are crazy. I’m usually 

looked down on, because I’m a girl and used to run with the 

guys. I could do as much as the guys. I never held back. If I 

had an idea I would act on it. All my friends thought I was 

crazy, and I was. I could sit here and talk about all the things 

that I did. But I’d rather not. 
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2nd Opportunity 

At the age of thirteen, I met a guy that was four years 

older than me.  We became friends, and after 2 months, we 

started a relationship. We started going out to eat, to the 

movies, to the park and his family’s parties.  We talked on 

the phone for hours after he had left home.   

My parents didn’t know about our relationship because I 

would get in big trouble for two reasons.  One, I was 13 and 

had a boyfriend; two, because he was older than me.  We still 

had a relationship, my parents did not find out about our 

relationship until after a year.   

They found out when my boyfriend, Juan, went to our 

home and talked to both my mom and dad.  We sat and talked, 

and Juan asked my parents for permission to be my 

boyfriend.  At that moment, my parents looked at me and 

told him, “Come back tomorrow” because they wanted to 

talk to me.  So, the next day we all talked again, and the 

answer was yes, we could have a relationship.  So, we 

continued with our relationship.  After three years, we got 

married.  I was 16 and he was 20.  I was scared and nervous, 

all at the same time. 

I was scared was because I was going to live alone with 

him and I did not know how to do a lot of things. I found out 

I was pregnant, and I was still in high school.  When I found 

out, we were both nervous to tell my parents and see their 

reaction.  I remember my mom and dad were mad.   

My mom was worried about me being young and 

pregnant and that I was still in high school.  During the 

pregnancy, everything was ok.  Juan and I were happy, I was 

in school and my mom was helping me out at my house.   

At 8 months pregnant I ended up in the hospital.  I was 

dehydrated and could lose my baby boy.  After being at the 
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hospital and having an IV, I was much better.  December 27, 

2006 was my birthday and I had a doctor’s appointment.  

While at the check up the doctor told me I had high blood 

pressure and I had to go to the hospital.  My mom and dad 

took me home and got me some clothes and then took me to 

the hospital.  I was so scared I was shaking, but I knew I was 

going to be ok.  Once I got to the hospital, I was given an IV 

and the doctors were checking on me.  Juan got there when 

he got off work about 3 hours later.  An hour after he got 

there, I gave birth to our baby boy. 

I had a happy family, what anyone would love to have.  

I had my husband, my son, my own home.  But I decided to 

leave school, because I did not think anyone could take care 

of my baby as good as I would take care of him.  As the years 

went by everything was happiness and fun.  We went to 

many places like Austin, Houston, San Antonio and many 

more places.   

When my son turned 3 years old, Juan started hanging 

out with friends, drinking, coming home late and we had a 

lot of arguments.  One night I called him like around 10 PM. 

I asked him to come home and to be careful.  I reminded him 

he had a family that needed him.  After hanging up with him, 

he called back 10 minutes later.  He had an accident and was 

in a lot of pain.  He had injured his left leg.  I was mad and 

worried at the same time.  He came home 40 minutes later 

and I rushed him to the hospital.  He had a cast for a month 

or more.  He had to stop working since the accident.  We 

were struggling to buy groceries and pay bills.   

He decided we were going to Mexico with his family. So 

we left my family, and my home to what I thought would be 

a happy future.  During the 26 hours or more that it took to 

get to Mexico, I had a lot of things to think about.  I thought 

about Juan, and what was going to happen to my son’s future 

in Mexico since we didn’t know Juan’s family or Mexico.  
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Instead of a happy future, things got worse. Juan did not 

come home, my son and I went to sleep hungry, and his 

family took advantage of me and treated me like I was a maid 

for them.  I decided to leave Juan and come back home to 

Dallas, Texas.   

The day I got back to Dallas was the happiest day I had 

had since I had my son.  I decided to not go back to Juan; to 

start working for the first time. I wanted to give my son a 

better life and to show him I could do everything alone.  I 

started working and my son and I were happier.   

A year later I ended up in the hospital because I was 

feeling bad at work.  At the hospital, they told me I was lucky 

because I could have died.  I had meningitis, as sickness that 

happens when fluid from back bone got up to the brain.   

I am finally divorced from Juan.  Juan is living with 

family members here in Dallas, Texas.  He is not happy that 

I am with someone else and our son. After my experience, I 

have been living life like there is no tomorrow. 
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The Loved One in our Family 

I was in the 10th grade at Joplin High School when 

something happened at home.  I was in class and my aunt 

texted me a message that my dad had passed away.  I got a 

pass to leave early from school, but my cousin saw me. I 

went inside his classroom and asked his teacher “is my 

cousin in here?” 

The teacher said, “Yes, he is in here doing his 

homework”.  I told my cousin that Grandpa Thomas had 

passed away.   

We got in the car and went to the hospital where my 

family was there sitting in the lobby.  I went back to the room 

and my dad was laying on the hospital bed.  My heart was 

beating so fast. My aunt and I walked in the room slowly, 

my brother was crying and so was my mom.  I was crying, 

and my brother was shaking.  My phone was vibrating, it was 

one of my friends was calling me to see if I was alright.  I 

said yes, but I really wasn’t. 

 I love my dad so much, and I miss him. He would always 

pick on me for fun, and call me silly all the time.  We would 

go to the football game, and watch the Super Bowl on TV.  

My dad would let me drive the tractor out in the field, and 

he would let me chase the cows to the other side of the barn, 

where my dad would feed them.   

My dad was my role model, a good man who loved his 

wife, and his family. He loved to go to church and praise the 

Lord on Sunday. 
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Lost 

I lost my best friend, Trevor.  His stepfather, William 

shot him on the 5th of July after they got into a fight on the 

4ht of July.  He had left, and then came back and apologized 

to his step dad.  His step dad accepted the apology, but told 

him he would kill him if he ever called him a “Jackass” again.   

They got into another fight.  Late at night, William 

walked into his room, shot Trevor, then went and turned on 

the TV, lit a cigarette, and was sitting on the couch smoking, 

with the gun on the table.  His mother ran into Trevor’s room, 

and used his cell phone to call the police, holding Trevor 

while waiting for the cops to get there and arrest William. 

I was at Camp KAA, known as Kids Across America, 

my sister, my grandma and I got something to eat.  Then we 

picked up my cousins and went to church.  Me and my family 

sat at a table, and my little cousins were in the nursery with 

my grandma.  I sat down, thinking something good had 

happened, like maybe we had moved, and then my mom told 

us that Trevor died.  My mom told us what happened, and 

how it happened, and that is how I found out. 
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No Excuses  

My name is Valerie.  I am a victim of abuse.  I am also a 

teen mom.  I have four brothers, but they don’t live with me 

because we were taken from my mom when I was nine.   

I was adopted at the age of 12. 

People say I have had a hard life, but that is ok. I want to 

succeed in life.  I want to get my PhD.  No excuses I will do 

it, no matter what life I had before. 

I will show my daughter that it doesn’t matter where you 

come from, or how your life has played out.  You can make 

it.  You can achieve your goal and pursue your dreams.  

Follow your heart, if you’re motivated it will show. 
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Stare 

He stares 

Eyes piercing, giving a glare. 

My feet, they curl with nervousness. 

My insides, they are a messy wreck. 

There is a heart inside of me, it pumps blood. 

But my heart, oh this heart, it’s filled with love. 

He makes me smile, but he walks away. 

Walking a mile, oh it seems. 

But he never really sees me. 
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The Day I Will Never Forget 

On the early morning of April 14, 1988 my mother gave 

birth to her third child.  She named me Daniel.  I had two 

older brothers, Santiago and Moses.  We lived in this house 

ever since I can remember.  At that time my uncle stayed 

with us, as well as my dad and brothers.  I would describe 

my dad as a good, hard working man.  He was an everyday 

worker who loved my mom.  He might have been a little on 

the jealous side.  My mother was a stay at home mom.  She 

is very sweet and humble.   

Now getting to me.  I don’t know about most three-year 

old’s, but I don’t remember much.  The one and only thing 

that I do remember is vivid. It was night and I was walking 

to my room.  I noticed my door was closed.  I walked up to 

the door to go in, but I was not able to open the door all the 

way.   

I stuck my head through the crack to see what was going 

on.  I looked in to see my mom’s face full of blood, her teeth 

on the ground.  She was crying and yelling, “Stop”! My dad 

was beating on my mom.   

My dad noticed my head and he pushed the door into my 

head.  Now I am crying, not just because I saw my mother in 

pain, but because I was also hurt from the door hitting me.  I 

got my head out and went to my older brothers.  I tell them 

what I just saw, and they ran to the room.  By then the door 

was locked, and my mom broke loose from him.  She ran to 

the phone to call 911 but my dad grabs the phone and pulls 

it out of the wall.  He beats her some more.  She breaks lose 

again, but by then the cops have arrived and they cuff my 

dad and take him away.   

That day I will never forget. 
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Forgive and Forget  

I remember being a child.  It was a rough time in my life.  

It is not something you’d want to hear, but going through 

childhood was painful, especially as the daughter of a 

murdered father and a professional shoplifter.   

My mother barely had an education and had been on her 

own since she was 12.  She shoplifted to support me.  Every 

time my mother went to prison, I went to different homes 

with different people and different parts of my own family.   

I never felt safe.  I was abused in every way.  That abuse 

sticks with me in the back of my head every single day.  

Every day I would wake up in misery, wanting to just 

disappear into thin air, not caring where I would land as long 

as I got out.   

When I was 10, I was in a cold room, sitting on a cement 

floor.  I was writing my mother a letter and I told her I was 

going to kill myself.  I got her heartbroken response a few 

days later.  I could just close my eyes and see my mother 

with teary eyes.  I felt so bad on the inside.  I was so angry 

at her because I pleaded and begged for her not to leave me 

and she did.   

I realized all my mother ever did was make sure I 

survived and lived another day.  We live in a free country 

that gives us an opportunity to make it in the world.  Make it 

big or small, but still make something of ourselves.  I was a 

child too young to understand that value.  But I realized that 

is what my mother had fought for me to have.  She wasn’t a 

bad person, she just made bad choices.  I learned from that.  

Forgive and forget.  Life really is too short. 
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My Angel 

I was always jealous of my sister.  I never did get along 

with her but I know I love her to death and my other sister 

and brother.  When I was around 10 or 11 my dad molested 

me.  Since then it has really messed with my head.  Because 

it was my dad, I did not know what to do.  I wondered, should 

I tell my mom or keep quiet?  It was so confusing and sad.  I 

didn’t do anything and it kept happening.  My dad would go 

to my room at night and touch me where I did not want to be 

touched.  This kept going until I was 13.  I did not like it at 

all.  It bothered me and hurt my heart.  It messed with my 

brain.  I felt disgusting.  I felt like I was trash and used.  I did 

not care about my body.   

When I was 12, I started having sex with older guys.  I 

didn’t care about it.  I became rebellious.  I started sleeping 

around and running away from home.  I was skipping school.  

My dad started to be strict with me.  At the time he was really 

mad, so to punish me, he would beat me up so bad.  This 

ended when I was 13, almost 14.  I finally decided to talk to 

my counselor at school.  The cops got involved we ended up 

in foster homes.  My three sisters, my brother and I all ended 

up in foster homes and shelters.  A month later, we went back 

to only my mom. I was 14 and still rebellious.  I kept on 

running away, though I never did drugs or drank alcohol.  I 

was sleeping around with guys.  I guess I just wanted to feel 

loved.   

Later, I met a guy named Oscar.  He was 6 years older 

than me.  I fell in love with him and we were dating for about 

5 months.  Then we broke up a few weeks later.  I found out 

he was married and had been for 2 years.  I was shocked, but 

I still wanted to be with him.  We would see each other, and 

continued to be intimate.  A few weeks later I felt funny, and 

I knew something was wrong.  I told my counselor, she told 
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me to get a pregnancy test.  My friend took me and I found 

out it was positive.  I was happy and told my ex-boyfriend.  

He was not happy, told me he could not have kids, that it 

could not be his.  I was so mad, so sad, confused, so many 

emotions.  I was still happy I was pregnant.  I just decided to 

forget about him and really did not care if he would help me.  

I never saw him again.   

My mom found out and wanted me to have an abortion.  

I did not want to have one, so I decided to leave home.  I 

went to live at a friend’s house. One day her cousin came 

over just to hang out with us.  I was already 2 months 

pregnant.  Her cousin and I became good friends.  His name 

is Angel.   

Angel and I would talk about everything, and I remember 

I could tell him anything.  I told him about my past and 

talked to him about my problems.  One day he told me he 

wanted more from me.  I became confused because I wasn’t 

really looking for anything.  He said he wanted to be my 

husband, and daddy to my baby, and to have a family with 

me.  I wanted to believe him even though I was afraid he just 

wanted to mess around.  But I started to have feelings for 

him.  He was actually showing me his love. He was working 

and taking care of me.  He was giving me the love I wanted, 

and I knew that I had to give him a chance.  I fell in love with 

him.  To this day I am still in love with him. 

Now we have 4 kids and have been together for 8 years.  

He has raised my baby like it was his and he gave her his last 

name, and put it on her birth certificate. My daughter 

Angeline is now 8 years old.  My life has been rough, but my 

daughter changed my life. My kids are my everything, my 

reason to be a strong and better person. 
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Poison Joy 

The poison drop. 

When I put that shot down. 

I am no longer me. 

I am not free. 

 

That poison joy 

Living life happily 

It runs through my veins. 

My eyes begin to turn. 

I face myself. 

Then I am born. 

 

The poison happiness. 

I cannot have only one. 

It touches my tongue. 

Filling my heart. 

I feel so numb.   

I take that shot. 

It burns, 

I cannot stop. 

My heart begins to beat. 

I am real. 
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The ground beneath my feet starts to move. 

I’m incomplete.  My head is spinning. 

In a daze. 

That lonely haze. 

Smoke in my lungs. 

Oh how it hums. 

I feel so dumb. 

 

The poison shot. 

I am a beast, not in control. 

I do not feel free. 

Loving every moment,  

Loathing reality. 

 

Oh that poison.  That runs your life. 

Understand it is my mind. 

Understand it is my mind. 

UNDERSTAND! 
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What I Remember  

Sometimes I wish we could rewind time so we can go 

back and fix things or just start all over.  I know I want to 

start from birth but more important from when I was 4 years 

old.   

It is funny how I remember so much detail by detail from 

when I was 4.  I was raped by my uncle, my Dad’s brother.  

I remember thinking that maybe it was normal but I knew 

something was not right.  At that age I didn’t know what sex 

was, just that he was hurting me and that what he was doing 

was wrong.   

I never told my mom because I thought I would get in 

trouble.  I just did nothing, so no one could protect me. He 

wasn’t the only one that hurt me when I was little.  Other 

men had molested me too.  This kept going on until I was 6 

years old and we moved to the United States.   

After we moved, finding a job was difficult for my 

parents, since they were immigrants.  

My mom worked as a housekeeper in a big hotel. I 

remember her being disappointed of the job she had, and 

telling me to study hard so I wouldn’t have to work like she 

did.  I know my mother cared about me, but I remember not 

having that nurturing mother love I needed.  My mom was 

never an affectionate person, so every time I wanted to hug 

her, she would push me away.  I knew she loved me.  She is 

still like that and it makes me sad because I have always 

wanted and needed affection from her.   

I remember my dad getting a job at a carwash and 

walking an hour and a half distance to work since he didn’t 

know the busses.  My dad was and still is a man that I look 

up to.  My dad has always been a hard-working person that 

never gives up and that always wants to do the right thing. 
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Why Me? 

I was not really sure when it would happen, but I could 

sense it.  He wasn’t going to give up so easily, that he had 

already made very clear.  I asked God, “Why me?” This man 

said that he loved me, but did he know what love even means?  

I tried explaining to him that I did not feel love in our 

relationship when we were together.  I saw control, abuse, 

name calling, and fear.  I told him that I was tired of him 

controlling me, tired of him telling me that I would never be 

anybody. 

So I knew that breaking up with him would be hard.  But 

I prayed, and I prayed and then prayed some more.  I prayed 

for God to give me strength, how I was sad and devastated I 

felt, and how scared I was to do what had to be done.   

When I finally felt strong enough, I just did it.  I told him 

that I was done will all of it, and told him to just leave me 

alone.  I thought it was over.  Wow was I wrong.  It was just 

the beginning of my greatest fear come true. 

I started receiving weird messages.  He would text me 

how much he loved me, and missed me.  Ten minutes later 

that would change to how he hated me and how if I would 

not be his, I would not be anyone else’s. Then he really 

crossed the line, and texted me that I would be joining Bessy, 

talking about my sister who died in a car accident three years 

before.  At that point, I went to the police for help, who could 

not do much to protect me.   

One night, after being up with my sick baby, I finally fell 

asleep, when I loud noise made me wake up shouting.  I 

KNEW it was him; I just wasn’t sure exactly what was going 

on.  I assumed he had broken my window to try and get in, 

so I called 911.  When the dispatcher asked me why I called, 

I said “Someone broke my window; I think he is trying to 

get in.  I strained to hear more noises, but it was silent.  I was 
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confused, and I asked the dispatcher to hold on.  I flipped on 

the light, and I could not believe what I saw.  I got back on 

the phone with the dispatcher, and told her “Ma’am, he 

didn’t break the window, my window has been shot.” 

The dispatcher asked me to hold on, then came back and 

told me that a neighbor had reported a shot, too.   

I was numb looking at the broken glass – I could not 

believe I was alive.  I checked on my daughters, they were 

still asleep.  I could not believe that it was happening, that it 

was real.  The police began to question me, and asked if I 

knew who shot my window.  I told them I did, that he wanted 

to see me dead. 

I knew this man was evil, but I really did not think he 

would be capable of killing.  One of the police officers told 

me not to stay in the house, to go to a domestic violence 

shelter.  I didn’t want to.  I was sure he would realize that he 

had gone too far.  I thought that until one day when I saw a 

familiar car on my way home.  I thought, no, it can’t be, so I 

went back to be sure, and I saw him.  I don’t understand why 

it happened to me, but I knew then I had to leave. 
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Now I Believe in Myself 

 My story really began when I was 12 years old. My 

mom and dad got a divorce so my brothers and I stayed with 

my mother. For me, my mom is the best mom in this world, 

but there were periods of time where she just forgot about us, 

her children.  

She started drinking, going to the clubs, and not paying 

attention to her family. I decided to make those same things 

part of my life when I was 12 years young. I started going to 

the clubs, drinking, and partying with older friends. I 

dropped out of middle school when I had just entered the 6th 

grade. I turned 13 and started having sex with boyfriends. 

Friends thought that living that type of lifestyle, it would 

impact my mom; that she would say something, but she 

didn’t.  

I moved out at the age of 13 to live with this 20 year old 

guy. All he did was smoke all day. I decided to go back home, 

but I still continued going to clubs, meeting new people, and 

have sex with older men in exchange for money. I had no 

idea who any of these people were.  

The sad part about that time in my life is that my mother 

and father never asked me where my money came from.  My 

parents did not have time for me, and didn’t pay attention to 

what I did.  People were led to believe I was happy since I 

was able to do whatever I wanted with absolutely no rules. 

If I wanted to drink, I drank. If I wanted to go to clubs, I went 

to clubs. If I didn’t make it home until 5 a.m. in the morning 

it was not a big deal.  

If the truth be told, I was one lonely and sad being. I was 

not happy with myself and the lifestyle I was leading. Doing 

these things was not what I really wanted by any means, but 

during those moments I would forget about all of my 

problems. 
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When I was 14, I got pregnant and was lead to believe 

my life was going to completely change. Four months into 

the pregnancy I miscarried, I lost my baby, it was the saddest 

moment I had ever experienced in life. After such a 

horrifying experience, I needed the support of my family, but 

they neglected to show any interest. I slipped back into my 

old lifestyle of drinking, going to parties, and having sex 

with many different guys. I just didn’t care anymore, not 

about school or my future.  

Three years passed, and I was still playing out the same 

ugly story of a teenage girl with absolutely no self-respect. I 

did not care about my future or what would happen next. 

I will admit, I had a lot of boyfriends who only wanted 

me for sex. At the age of 17, I went to the doctor only to find 

out I tested positive for two sexually transmitted diseases; 

Chlamydia and HPV (Human Papilloma Virus). At that 

moment I was so scared of the HIV results coming back 

positive, but thank God the results came back negative.  

After receiving the bad news from the doctor regarding 

the STD’s I became depressed, and more down on myself. It 

was scary, not knowing what was going to happen with me. 

In my mind, I was too young to be dealing with STD’s of 

any sort. I cried all day and still continued to cry the next day. 

I was told I would not be capable of having a baby. In my 

mind, I felt as if I would never have a family of my own or 

find someone who would love me despite the mistakes I had 

made in the past. 

That is when I decided to change my life around. I got 

myself enrolled back into school with high hopes of 

graduating. My STD’s were treated and I can proudly say 

that today, I am clean. Believe me when I say this, I was one 

of those people who felt in my heart I would never change.  

October of 2011, I met a great guy and we started talking, 

and then dating. In a short time, my life went through a lot 
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of changes. My boyfriend encouraged me to go to school and 

to be a better person. We both went to the clinic to get treated 

for STD’s. He tested negative and after a few months passed 

by I was clean too! 

May 21st, 2012, I was told the best news ever! I was 6 

weeks pregnant. At that moment, my life completely 

changed. When I told my family, they were happy too.  

I am currently still attending school and living with the 

one I love. I am 6 months pregnant with a baby girl.  Even 

though she is not here just yet, I love my daughter with all 

of my heart.  She is due in January, 2013, but until then I am 

here, waiting with all of my love.  

There is one thing I will never forget and that’s the 

promise I have made to my baby to graduate high school. I 

plan to go to college, become a nurse, and work at a 

children’s hospital.  I want to make sure that my baby will 

have a more promising future. I will be the greatest mother 

in the world and will always be there for my daughter if she 

ever needs me.  I want to make sure she doesn’t become who 

I was. 

I thank God for all of the wonderful things taking place 

in my life because he has always taken care of me. I think of 

all I have done: drinking and clubbing, trusting my safety 

with strangers; I know God has protected me, or I would be 

in jail or the hospital or dead.  I am sorry for some of the 

things I did in my past, but I would tell every teenager today 

– Don’t Quit!  Life is hard for most of us, but if I can do it, 

ANYONE can do it.  You will see that you have a lot to give 

the world 

Now, I believe in myself.  I know that with God’s love, 

the love of my baby girl and her dad, all of my dreams are 

going to come true. 
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Walk in My Shoes 

A lot of people are going through really stressful times 

right now.  We have all been there, and I am here to tell you 

that it WILL get better.  I don’t know what you are going 

through, but I do know parents get divorced, and that parents 

die. I know what it is like to lose a parent.  I can’t say I know 

what it is like to go through a divorce, but I have an idea 

what it is like. 

Even though your parent might move on and find 

someone else, even if you have a great relationship with 

them, they will never take the place of the parent you lost.   

If you have lost a loved one, or your parents are getting 

a divorce, just know that eventually it will get better.  It took 

me five years to get over my dad’s death, and there are still 

days when I cry about it, but it got better. 

While I was going through the process of feeling better, 

I liked to find little things I could do that would take my mind 

off the pain.  I found out that I really enjoyed drawing, 

listening to music, or hanging out with my friends.  My 

friends would make me laugh and smile.  I always enjoyed 

music, but the more time I spent, I found myself learning 

how to play the trumpet, the baritone, and guitar. 

Always keep your loved ones in your heart.  Even though 

it feels like this hurt and depression will last forever, you will 

find happiness again. 
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Not Possible 

Hi, my name is Crystal.  I am now 23 years old.  We are 

now in the year of 2012.  My mom died in 2008.  She died 

of stomach cancer.  She was diagnosed with cancer in 2000.  

They did surgery to take it out.  The doctors said there was a 

50% chance that she would not survive the surgery.  Well 

the surgery was a success, she lived.  A year later, she got 

cancer again.  I couldn’t understand how it was possible, if 

they had taken all the cancer cells.  I was so confused, I asked 

my mom over, and asked her what the doctors had said, 

asked how it was possible, what had caused it.  She said that 

she had been told that it was something about the foods she 

ate.  I had to let it go.  Throughout the years, she would get 

sick and then better.  She would be very sick one day, and 

the next, it would be like she had never been sick.  She was 

rushed to the hospital for the second time in October 2007; 

shortly after, I had my son. 

I remember her visiting me in the hospital for the birth 

of my son.  She came to the hospital to calm me down, and 

help comfort me during the labor pains.  I remember the day 

she met the new baby, just like it was yesterday.  She brought 

us the most beautiful flowers that I have ever seen.  The 

flowers were a mixed bouquet, and beautifully arranged.  My 

new son Jaden had some complications during birth, like his 

umbilical cord being wrapped around his neck, so they 

moved him to a different room for observation.  When I went 

to his new room, the flowers had been thrown away, and his 

gifts had been given to others.  I broke down in tears; all I 

could think about was how my mother had given us the 

flowers.   

My mother went to live with my grandmother, shortly 

after I brought Jaden home from the hospital.  I went to stay 

with her for a weekend in April, to see her one last time.  She 

gave me a ring as an early birthday present, for my birthday 
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in August.  On April 11, 2008, my grandmother told me to 

tell my mother everything I needed to tell her.  By that point, 

my mother was unable to talk.  I watched her that whole day 

listen to what her family wanted to tell her, struggling to take 

one more breath, and be there for her family a little longer.  

Before she took her last breath, she turned her head all the 

way to the side, so she could see her children and the rest of 

her family one last time. 

Every day has been a hard day for me, even to this day.  

Not one day goes by without me wishing that she was still 

here by my side; wishing I could just hug her, smell her, just 

to talk to her once more.   

It’s been a lot harder without having her here with me.  

Now I have two boys, and it hurts me that they will never get 

to know their grandmother, my mother. 
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True Changes 

Stuck in the past of my mistakes, 

Have no control my body shakes 

Empty hearted and contain no soul, 

Life’s flashing away like a diamond jewel 

Darkness surrounds me I don’t why, 

So evil spirited I can’t even cry 

Walk out my life and say goodbye, 

 

That was my sad life before 

Until I broke down and had an emotional war, 

Now I live to the fullest and to my best 

Accepted who I am, who would’ve guessed, 

The new me feels really strange 

I guess this feeling is a called a real true change. 
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Lost Soul 

Have you ever felt a life changing experience?  Does 

everyone experience one? I’m here to tell you about mine.   

In December of 2009, I was diagnosed with something I 

never thought I would encounter.  I was diagnosed with a 

virus called H.I.V.   

It was a cold winter morning when I learned the news.  

The situation was surreal; a million and one feelings took 

over my body until the overload made me numb from head 

to toe.  I was lost. 

My mother was with me, and I am not sure who took it 

worse.  Both my mother and I cried the whole car ride home.  

The feeling of being lost was eating me away inside.  I didn’t 

want to live a life with a virus in my body, in my blood, in 

me. 

I eventually gave up on myself.  I did not care about 

anything; not school, not friends, not socializing, I did not 

even care about taking care of myself.  I started letting 

myself rot.  I basically just stopped my life.  I stopped going 

to school, I became anti-social, and I left my old life behind.   

The people I still did talk to were supportive, saying 

things like “I feel for you, “I’m Sorry”, or “It will be O.K.”  

This was nice, but who is kidding who?  You can’t “feel the 

love” when you don’t even love yourself.   Those thoughtful 

words were nothing compared to how I felt inside. I hated 

living, I hated myself.   

I started going to the doctor, and taking the basic 

medicine to control the virus.  The whole time I thought, 

“Why try? This will never go away”. I knew that it was a 

parasite taking over my body – who would want to live with 

that? 
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I suffered a number of side effects from the medicine.  

Day by day I was getting very sick, sometimes from the side 

effects, sometimes because I did not take care of myself.  I 

went to the hospital more in the eighteenth year of my life 

than all my prior years combined!  I was lost… a lost soul 

that was seeking death. 

All I wanted was a do over with my life.  Everything I 

knew had changed.  I had to watch EVERYTHING I did, 

especially making sure that if I ever got cut, I had to rush and 

clean up the blood before anyone else could touch it.  I had 

no one that could help or aid me.  At that point I knew I was 

by myself.  I had the virus people feared to get. 

I got tired of feeling sorry for myself.  Four years have 

passed, and the only thing I held on to was hope.   

Hope: A feeling of succeeding, a heartwarming tingling 

feeling for my future.  Hope is the knowledge that I am going 

to be someone one day.  I will experience love, even if it’s 

with myself.  I am a 21-year-old that has HIV, is still striving 

to complete my education, living every day.  Sometimes now 

when I look at myself, I forget all about my virus.  I am 

happy I am not alone.  I am just a lost soul who found hope.  

No matter what is happening in your life, don’t give up.  Find 

love and hope. 
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Better  

 

I must say having two kids in one year was just as a surprise 

to me as it was to their mothers. I'm not going to lie, I was 

scared to death. How was l supposed to take care of one child 

let alone two? You see in high school I was a “Playa”. I was 

one of those guys that any girl would love to take home to 

her parents.  

I grow up in a pretty good place. My mother was a 

hard-working woman. Like any other single mother, she did 

her best raising two kids. She was very straight forward with 

how she kept things, and what she expected. I never had a 

relationship with my father. All I know of him is a white 

jumpsuit. My father was in prison while I was a young child. 

Growing up all I ever knew about my father was that 

he was in prison, and that I didn't know what he did to get in 

trouble. I hated hearing how much we looked a like. How 

our manners where so similar. I wanted to be nothing like 

him, so I did everything in my power to. I did what I could 

to not be involved with the police. My only problem was 

being distracted by women.  

I couldn't stop thinking about how I would use the 

next one to get me what I wanted. By befriending different 

women, I was able to charm my way into anything I wanted. 

When I turned 17, I was involved with a lot of diverse types 

of young women. I found myself with two young women 

who were pregnant, and I was in a relationship with one of 

them. Because of making grown-up decisions, I was now 

getting ready to be a dad.  

It was one day in the summer when I found out about 

the second baby. I was not happy. I denied anything that had 

to do with that baby. I hadn't seen or heard from her mother 

in months. How was supposed to know that was my child? I 
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was young, and I knew nothing about how long it took to 

make a baby. A few months later, I was at the hospital about 

to become a father for the first time. I was nervous as ever, 

and I didn't know what I was going to do. I had a beautiful 

baby girl.  

Within the next few months, I received child support 

paperwork in the mail instructing me to come and set up 

payment arrangements. I had no idea what was in store for 

me. I went to the meeting and I learned that I had another 

child. A son. He was older than my daughter. I have always 

told myself that if I have children, I’d be there for them -

unlike my father who was not there when I needed him.  

Being as young as I was, mentally I was not 

connected to the responsibility of taking care of two children. 

My daughter's mother was living with her parents, and the 

other one was somewhere else. I have always had a problem 

with trying to see my boy. The first time I seen him or spent 

time with him was when he was about six months old when 

his mother dropped him off with my mother for the weekend. 

The next time was almost two years later when I drove about 

30 minutes away to the only address I had for my son.  

I have always had a problem with visiting my son. I 

believe that his mother wanted me to have nothing to do with 

him. I believe she was pissed from the day she found out. I 

have yet to have a co-parenting relationship with his mother. 

One time when my son was four years old, his mother and I 

had a disagreement. This resulted in me not seeing him until 

he was nine years old. I am still struggling to see him. Lately 

his mother and I have been going back and forth at it in court. 

This has been tough on me, and I can only imagine what it’s 

doing to him.  

I have had limited access to spending time with my 

son. I have been accused of child abuse, and child 

endangerment. These lies hurt me so much. I have had CPS 
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called on me for reasons that are untrue. I have done 

absolutely everything in my power not to give up. I have 

prayed that my son’s mother would find it in her heart to just 

let me be with my son.  

I decided to do something with this pain. Boxing and 

writing helps me to handle the blows life throws at me.  I 

have started a nonprofit that helps kids deal with the 

problems of bullying and abuse using the tools that help me.  

I don't want any child to have to go to through life 

not seeing or spending time with their parent, so I work hard 

to provide programs to those who do. A mentor can’t take 

the place of a parent, but having one can be the next best 

thing.  
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Forgive Me 

Dear Mom, 

You might not believe a word I'm about to say. I'm sorry for 

everything I've done in the past to hurt you. I’m sorry for all 

the lies, all the theft and all the disappointment. I’ve caused 

you a lot of stress in life.  

I promise that I see changes in my future, and one 

thing I can say is this: In 2017 you’re going to see a new me. 

I'm going to get on top of my stuff. I’m not going to do it for 

you, I’m going to do it for me. I know this is what you want 

for me.  

I'm tired of being a mess up in life. I'm gonna take a 

stand as a man, and take responsibility for my actions. I am 

sorry, and I hope you can find it in your heart to forgive me. 

I want us to be closer than ever, so you can be my manager 

when I rap.  

Love DAAE 
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Thoughts 

Today is the day that I let it all out. I keep a lot of 

stuff inside my head, but when I do it makes me angry. The 

things I go through aren’t ordinary, they’re very complicated.  

For instance; I get into it with my mom and stepdad. 

When I do they hit, push, slap and other things. I would often 

get put out, or I run away. There's more too. Sometimes, I 

feel like hurting or killing people. But I know that’s not the 

way, so I just think to myself.  

That's why I called this story, ‘Thoughts’. Thoughts 

is what I have and they’re never good when they come to me. 

I think my mom chooses her husband over her own son. 

That's why I leave and be disrespectful! I remember one 

thing, and that is to laugh to keep from crying. 
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Equal 

We aren’t just here 

I hear you talk by my ears; 

 

But we are very strong 

So whatever you think …you’re wrong. 

 

Let the past be the past 

And let everything last; 

 

We fight as one 

Including our daughters, and sons. 

 

Don’t let it be you; 

Because Black lives matter too! 
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Never Again 

The reason I’m in AEP today is because of marijuana. 

It all happened because I was messing with this girl. We 

were texting when she asked me about a weed man, like did 

I have one. I replied, “Yes” and gave her his information and 

that was it. Me and her were texting on Instagram direct 

messenger. It was kind of public, but not open for everybody 

just a couple people.  

Fast forward to a couple days later. I'm in class when 

all of a sudden, the principal calls me into his office. They 

start showing me the messages with me and this girl. Come 

to find out, she got caught up in something and they took her 

phone. They saw our messages and thought I was her weed 

man, when really the whole thing was a misunderstanding. 

The school wasn't trying to hear all of that, and sent me to 

AEP.  

When I called my mom, and told her what happened 

she sounded very disappointed. It really made me feel 

terrible inside. Who wants to let their mother down? No one 

that I know of. I really wanted to write this and tell my 

mother that I'm sorry for what I've put her through. I didn't 

do it on purpose at all. If anything, I wanna make her proud 

because she's the best mother anyone could ever ask for. 

She's always been there for me through everything, and has 

never let me down. Yet, I let her down. It’s been bothering 

me, so I wrote this to say, “I'm sorry Mom and I love you.”  
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Why Us by Terrell 

I grew up seeing violence. Little Joe, my mama's 

boyfriend, rolled dice around me, fought around me but it 

wasn't always like this. He used to buy new games, clothes, 

toys and he bought me a puppy. He was real cool at first, but 

things got dark quick.  

I woke up one day to screaming, and crying. It was 

my mama. He was beating her. I was only three. I didn't 

know what to do! He was pulling her hair, punching, kicking 

and yelling at her. Mama was yelling my name. I remember 

her yelling "Davion help me!" He said if I get off the bed 

he's going to beat me, so I sat there and watched it all happen. 

He started breaking glass, breaking games, throwing clothes 

and shoes outside. I had to see this growing up, but one day 

she got tired of it.  

She wasn't going to live this way anymore. She told 

me to call the police, and I did. They came and took him 

away. We packed our stuff, and moved away. My momma 

turned to God, and change her life. She taught me about God 

and what He can do for you if you have faith. Now I'm 14, 

and when I think back, I wonder “Why us?”  
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Hard Times & Good Times by Prince 

I come from a family where it's happiness but sometimes 

bad and sad. Not to mention that if you are in my family, you 

are from West Dallas, or Oak Cliff. I grew up with an autistic 

little sister, and a troubling older sister.  

The bad in this lifestyle is having siblings that was in and 

out of jail from the age of 13 until the age of 17. But the good 

thing is that she’s doing good now. My sister has an 

apartment, a job and she’s raising two boys.  

Being in a household with a God-fearing woman, but a 

sinner for daddy wasn't always good. Nonetheless, I love 

being with my parents. In 2012, I lost my granny. It hurt 

because growing up around her for so, long I didn't know 

what to do. The good thing is, I made it.  

In 2015, my parents separated. I couldn't believe 15 years 

of marriage was thrown away. The good thing is that at least 

I still have the two of them. In 2016, I lost close friends. The 

good thing is, I'm still here and I'm still happy. Like I said, 

I’ve had some hard times and some good times. 
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Wrong Move by Ivan 

My first day at the alternative school started as a good 

day. I thought it was going to stay that way. It was a Friday, 

and we had a celebration after school. I stayed to talk and 

hang out with my friends. My best friend was there too.  We 

had liked each other for a while.  

A couple hours passed, and the two of us were sitting 

down. We were both tired after the day, but my friend had a 

crazy idea. She wanted me to touch her, and she wanted to 

touch me. I didn't want to be rude so I did it. We were 

eventually caught and got in trouble. That day she blames 

herself for what happened, but I never blamed her for it. I 

take the same amount of blame that she took, and I am taking 

the punishment for my actions. 
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True Saying by Khalil 

My name is Khalil Carter. In this story, I'm not going to 

talk about my life or right an autobiography, but I can tell 

you how I truly feel. How do I feel? I feel the world is against 

me. The world is a hater of mine.  

It doesn’t want me to turn my dreams into reality. I know 

for a fact, people on this planet do not want me to transform 

my dreams into reality. But all I do is smile at my haters. 

People don't like to see others succeed because they feel like 

they're under you, but everybody's equal.  

When you hit rock bottom it's only one way to go, and 

that is up. Don't let nobody hold you down because it's hard 

to climb the mountain of life with a boulder or even debris 

on your back. And remember: angles have wings, they can 

always fly you to the top. Would you rather someone hold 

you down, or the devil hold you back? It’s better to let an 

angel help you, or even fly you to the top. This true saying 

is by Kahlil Carter. 
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About Me by De'Anthony 

I came from a family that believes in God. I try to keep 

my family's same path. It looks like everything is fine …but 

it isn’t.  

My mom is not the same anymore. She keeps smoking, 

and she’s not doing well either. She’s in and out the hospital 

mostly every month. My dad try to put food on the table, 

clothes on our backs and shoes on our feet. He works three 

shifts Monday - Friday.  

I go myself into trouble. I made a bad mistake by passing 

around pictures of a naked girl. I didn’t think about the fact 

that she may be someone’s sister, cousin or mom.  

Playing football is something that's going to get my mom 

and dad out of the hood, and into something nice. My brother 

has had my back since I was a baby. Me and my bro are 

really close. Well that's it about my life. Thanks for listening. 
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Take My Advice by Courtney 

I came from a healthy home up unto the year of 2015. 

My stepdad got into it with my mom. Then my mama kicked 

him out. Next thing you know, I've been acting terrible ever 

sense. So, the reason I'm in here started with this girl name 

Amari.  

Amari was a 304 if you know what I mean. She sent me 

a nude photo, and I didn't send it to nobody. Then she sent it 

to another guy. Him and another guy sent it to a girl. That 

girl didn't like Amari, so now she had some dirt on her. She 

sent it to this dude named Anthony. He liked her, but she 

didn't want him.  

After that, he sent it to another dude. He put everyone in 

a group chat and sent her picture. Now everyone has her 

picture, and she’s sad. How do I fit into all of this? Well, 

there's also this other girl that I broke up with and she wanted 

revenge. So, she told the principle that I sent everyone 

Amari's picture. The principal got me out of class, and told 

me that I would be suspended and when I came back I would 

have AEP for 90 days. It sucks because they don't have any 

evidence.  

So, I'm here doing time for no reason. It’s interfering 

with my goals. If I hadn't messed with her, I would have been 

able to play my last football game. Learn from my story. Get 

your education, and leave all of them girls alone. Everything 

will get better. Just remember to pray and praise the Lord. 
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If I Could Go Back by Reese 

Today, I was introduced to Writing for the Soul 

Workshop™, and I was asked to write. I want to write about 

the day that change my life. It was the day I got sent to 

D.A.E.P.  

When I was in the fifth grade, I became a total different 

person. It began the day I got mad at this white kid. Then, 

when I moved on to grades 6th – 8th, I became extra 

disrespectful towards people and my teachers. 

Because of my behavior, when special events came 

around I wasn’t able attend them. I missed out on creating 

good memories of those opportunities in my life. So, listen 

to what I tell you and take it into your heart: “Think it all 

through, and don’t make the worst choices in your life that 

can change your life forever.” 
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Freedom by Corey 

My name is Corey Benjamin and I am from New Iberia, 

Louisiana. I got sent to D.E.A.P for fighting. I regret fighting. 

I should have told the hall monitor, but instead I took matters 

into my own hands. So, that’s why I am here in the D.E.A.P. 

I didn’t think things through.  

Today Mr. Eric Jones came to D.E.A.P to teach us how 

writing can make us money, and I thank Mr. Eric for that. 

Writing is not something I'm good at, but he makes writing 

easy for me. 
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My First Licc by Khalil 

I remember my first time going to hit my first lick. 

My homies and I were on our way to Arlington to hang out 

with these females. We were smoking on some Loud -you 

know, so we can get on our level. About halfway down 

Bowen Street, I noticed that I needed some gas. So, I pulled 

into the Chevron and I got out to go pay, but when I got back 

to the car my bro gets out and walks up to me. He asks, "Are 

you down to ride after we get back to Fort Worth?"  

My boy used to doing this stuff. I mean like he really 

does this, and I’ve always seen that he gets a lot of money 

from it. So, I told him, “I'm down.” We went back to Fort 

Worth and met up with his connect who put us on this corner 

store over on the East side. He said that they didn’t have any 

security cameras, and that we would be straight.  

He dropped us off on the corner. As we walked up to 

the store, we put on masks and rushed the door. The clerk’s 

face displayed horror and fear. We had him all alone, and he 

hadn’t even checked in all the money yet. So, we all got him 

to give us the money from the register plus the money in the 

safe. It was so smooth man. So smooth it was unreal. We 

walked out with over $8,000. I don't know about you, but I 

don't know anywhere you can come up on $8,000 in less than 

15 minutes.  

I swear, after that night I was hooked because I felt 

like it was just too easy. After that it, I went from jacking 

every other weekend -to hitting cars and houses. Sometimes 

people were home. But I don't know. Everything eventually 

clicked, and I came to my senses. I couldn’t do it anymore, 

and I finally stopped.  
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Honestly, I can thank a good man by the name of 

Charleston White. If I did not meet him, I never would have 

talked to him, and I would probably be still hitting liccs. 

Maybe even in jail, or worse. I could be dead. I'm just glad 

that I'm not. 
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Momma by Kyston 

Momma was a queen she was so good to me.  

I mean, God why'd you take her from me?  

 

What am I going to eat? 

My Momma was my everything to me; 

Now, where am I going to sleep?  

 

Who's going to take care of me; 

I am just a young'n in the streets.  

 

So, what am I going to do? I don't even have a clue;  

I feel like Scooby Doo.  

 

Scared for my life, what am I going to do?  

I love you Momma. Please come back soon. 
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Take It from Me by Jose 

I'm sitting in class thinking about some moves for 

after school. 20 minutes later, I'm in handcuffs in front of 

everyone looking like a fool.  

They found an ounce of weed that I had left in my 

locker. I'm on the way to downtown thinking, "These 

freaking suckers!" I spend the whole weekend in the county 

jail. I'm thinking about my parents, saying to myself "Please 

hurry with the bail!"  

Now I'm fresh out of jail, and my whole outfit on 

fleek. But I get a call from the cops and they tell me I got 

court next week. The day finally comes, and I got 6 months 

of probation. That's a long time without being able to smoke 

weed. I need me some motivation!  

I'm in the studio venting my problems, wondering 

how in the hell did I hit rock bottom. To all my peers in 

school who are planning on selling drugs. Think about me 

and my story. Learn from my huge lesson. Don’t let it 

happen to you. 
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The Future for Me by Stefun 

My future is going to be good; 

talk down on me I wish of person would. 

 

I want to be an NFL player -a big dream; 

but I really don’t want to leave. 

 

I have a story that can blow your mind; 

put me in a bad mood, and I’ll bring out the Nine. 

 

I’m not a bad kid; 

I’m a good kid. 

 

I make A’s and B’s; 

and sometimes C’s. 

 

When someone die; 

the family cry. 

 

For me I just blow a blunt; 

I don’t understand why people stunt. 

 

They say they love me but they don’t. 

 

I just want a good future for me; 

I ask God to help me. 

 

There was a phone call I heard; 

there was a phone call for college recruiting. 

 

Boom! My chance to complete my dream; 

at the same time I can’t put down the lean, 

and my Glock want me to come back with him in the 

beam. 
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Once again, my dream and my future we’re leaving. 

 

Stefun’s Story 

 

On the early Thursday morning of September 21, 

2016 was my mom’s birthday. I woke up excited, thinking 

“It's my mother’s birthday!” “Happy birthday mom!” I 

screamed. “I will score for you today!” 

It was also our first district game that day, and school 

flew by. There I was in the locker room, 1st string 

quarterback JV Team for Southwest High School. My team 

and I was hype! “Let's go!”, coach yelled as I put my helmet 

on. The bleachers were filled, and the spot light was on my 

mom.  

As the other team kicked the ball, my teammate 

caught it and got it to the 20-yard line. “Good run!’ I told 

him. No one scored in the first half. Still haven't scored for 

my mom, but I wasn't going to let her down. During halftime, 

we got our heads down. I thought to myself, “Why?”  

I told my team “Pick your heads up! We got this! 

Ain't no more I, it's we! We're a team. He's going to score! 

No more I'm not or you're not. We all are!” During the 

second-half, we scored with great blocking and a fresh 

attitude. I ran a 57-yard touchdown. Why give up if the only 

thing you got to do is believe and trust God? 
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These Streets by Breopthilus 

I'm here today to tell you that these streets are just a 

big set up. They keep you trapped, and young minded. They 

make you believe that you will never reach your dream 

unless you do something wrong or sell drugs.  

I was that kid once upon a time, but I had to change 

and begin to think outside the box. I noticed that I have 

dreams, and goals to make myself better. To explore the 

world like I wanted.  

I think that if everyone in the world would take the 

chance to read the Bible, they will understand more and 

begin to express their true selves better. They will make 

something of themselves, and the crime rate along with 

building prisons will go down. I know if I can do it, anybody 

can. Just believe, and you will make it. 
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Resurrection by Amani 

Crying about my loss 

only because the old me is gone; 

The new me is cool, 

because it started in a pool. 

 

When I’m wet and ready 

because I’m at a steady beginning; 

I have made good choices, 

but I am not that perfect. 

 

Everybody has a life of their own, 

but we also have a purpose, or meaning; 

So, don’t try to be sad or alone 

because it all starts on the count of three. 

1, 2, 3 …BOOM! 
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All Bad by Ari 

I am here to talk to you about how I first started getting 

into trouble. I was 13, and living on the south side of Fort 

Worth when I started smoking weed. My neighbor which is 

a year older than me, first showed me how it looked. After 

two years of smoking pot and getting older, I started wanting 

to get some money. I got a job at Chili’s, but it only lasted 

like a month. I hated it. I felt like it wasn’t for me. I wanted 

fast money, and a lot of it. 

I found myself hanging out with my neighbor and his 

friend. They both went half on the rent at that house. From 

their house, they would sell drugs there. I would hang out 

there all the time. When I told them that I had quit working 

at Chili’s, they laughed and asked why. I told him I didn’t 

like it, so they suggested to me that I sell weed. I thought 

about it for a good while. I thought to myself, “Why not?” I 

saw how my friends were living and having things, so I 

decided to sell. 

I had some money saved up from working at Chili’s, so 

I bought two ounces and sold it. I broke it down into grams, 

and made double my money back. I thought I was living a 

good life! (So I thought). I was getting money, but it all 

ended. 

One day we’re hanging out at that house smoking weed, 

when we seen about four SWAT cars and trucks pull up to 

the house. We seen it all on the cameras we had up. There 

was nowhere to go. My home boys ran into the restroom 

trying to flush everything down the toilet. All I heard was 

the door bust open as SWAT stormed the house. I gotta stop 

for now. Dealing with raw emotions as I write this. But you 

know how the story ends. 
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Regret by Christopher 

One morning as I was waking up, all I could think of 

was a way to make some extra money for Thanksgiving. In 

my mind, all I could think of was how much money I could 

make if I started selling weed at school. So, I went to buy 

some really good bud at a low price to make a profit. I got 

the weed, and went to school.  

I wasn't thinking. I sold about five or six grams, then 

I went home. The next day was Friday, and then we had a 

week break from school. Back at school, I’m making my 

money when I get a phone call. My friend called, and tells 

me that the principal is looking for me. I took off running.  

The cop is at the gate, and I’m staring at him eye to 

eye. He asks "Where are you going?" I replied, “Home.” The 

cop takes me to his office, and searches me down. I have 

nothing on me …well nothing that he found. The cop said, 

“If you have anything on you, you better give it up now, 

because you're going to Kimbo (The Big House)” I didn't 

want to get arrested so I had to give up the act. I gave the cop 

my Scale, 10 grams and said “Damn.”  

I got arrested and went to Kimbo, but I never thought 

that I would have to leave my school. I got kicked out of my 

school, and I had to go to Metro Opportunity for 35 days. I 

am still attending Metro, but if I could go back and make a 

different choice I would. I wouldn’t have sold the drugs. 
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Pain by Dajian 

All my life I've been put down. There was one friend 

who turned it around. He put drug money, and women in my 

life. At the moment, I didn't stop to think twice. I knew the 

money wasn't clean, but It got me what I needed. Eventually 

I picked up a habit, and I thought I had to have it.  

One day I came home after school, and mom wasn't 

home. I was there all alone. I tried to use the phone, but no 

one answered. I called my sister but a man answered her 

phone. I asked him, “Who is this?” but he didn't respond so 

I got angry and hung up.  

I went to my neighbor’s and asked where my mom 

was. They told me what was happening. When we got to the 

hospital, the doctor told me that my mom’s heart was little. 

I was so scared for my mom. For three weeks straight, I 

prayed to God for him not to take her. 
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I Have Hope by Bre 

All my life, I've been labeled a problem child. I never 

could do anything right. I was always getting suspended. I 

was always told that I couldn't do right, and that I will be a 

mess-up my whole life.  

Every time I try, it seems like no one would give me 

a chance, or help me get to success. As the years pass on, I 

get a little bit older. I start to make a little change, but still 

had problems. I had big hopes and dreams to go to NBA. 

People would laugh in my face. Adults even told me, “You 

don't stand chance. You don't have the skills. You are a mess-

up, and ain't no way in hell you're gonna make it.” The bad 

part about it is that my own friend used to do, and say the 

same things other people told me.  

But I have hope and I believe. No one can take that 

from me. All I got to do is keep my head up and keep 

marching for greatness. In the end my dream will come true. 

You know why? Because I have hope. 
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Words by Jose 

A couple of months ago, I would go on Twitter not 

afraid of what I posted, or what I said. At the end of the day, 

if I hurt someone’s feelings I would just tell them “Hey, 

they're just words.”  

I didn't think I'd get into trouble at school. I also 

didn't think that a couple hours after that tweet, I would be 

in handcuffs and expelled from my home school. I never hurt 

nobody, but my words were enough to convince the judge 

that I was wrong. But to me, the end of the day …they were 

just words. I didn’t hurt anybody. 
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Second Chance by Omar 

A struggle I went through was when I got caught up 

at school with weed. All I could think about was how my 

mom was going to feel about the situation.  

Man, I really messed up. If this went on my records, 

it would be hard to get a job, and to become a US citizen 

since I'm an immigrant. During the hours I spent locked up 

in Kimbo, all I thought about was my life. I regretted putting 

myself in this situation.  

I got a second chance. I just want to start doing good 

in my life. I’m going to stay out of the streets, and start 

spending time home. I hope my story helps someone reading 

this. Listen to me, “Be a trouble-free kid.” 
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Shocking by Antonio 

Simply all I ask is for sympathy; 

from all our mislead minorities. 

 

Lock us up, and call us your property. 

Education is the only thing stopping me from being stuck in 

a cycle of poverty. 

 

Brown skin and a failure, umm probably this being 

considered normal …is shocking me. 
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No More by Oscar 

If you look back into your own life, would you be 

happy with it? At age of 13, I just wanted to be just a regular 

teen playing football for my school, and hanging out with all 

my friends. A couple of months until my eighth-grade year, 

I was at Quineera with my older cousin. Keep in mind, I was 

just a young teen enjoying family time.  

Just before the party started, my cousin asked me if I 

wanted to smoke my first joint. I didn't mind, I thought it was 

just like any other cigarette. Yeah, so I thought. As soon as I 

took the first hit of the joint, my mind was blown and I fell 

in love with something bad for me. I did really enjoy it, but 

let's fast-forward to all the trouble.  

Now I'm 15 years old, and I’ve already got caught 

smoking by my parents six times. Hearts broken from letting 

them down. Every time, I watch as tears stream down their 

faces. Smoking weed don’t sound that bad. But what about 

when you don't have money, can't work yet and your parents 

can’t trust you with anything? What do you do?  

My mistake was always stealing money from my 

parents. I’d take $60-140 cut out of the ATM like it was 

mine. Stealing just to feed my urge, and disappointing my 

family. What happens when your younger siblings look up 

to you, and see you ruining your family and your own life?  

I started to sell drugs at school, risking everything for 

dirty fast money. I felt like a king having my own money, 

and being looked at like a Baller. That is until I was caught 

slipping at school with 2 grams in my backpack. Luckily my 

friend saved me by running away with all my stuff. I didn’t 

get any charges. When I look back, I see how stupid it was 
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and I regret it. It's time to move on, and make better 

decisions. I have to help my family, and better myself. 
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Become a Writing for the Soul 
Workshop™ Sales Affiliate 

Join our Sales Affiliate Program for 
huge commissions, great service, 
and real results! 

 

Why choose our Sales Affiliate Program?  

• Life changing books and eBooks to sell  

• Participation is easy, FREE, and adds value to the 
world we live in  

• No costs, no commitment  

• Complete access to advanced marketing and sales 
tools in popular formats  

• Frequent partner promotions, coupons, discounts, 
special offers, and increased commissions  

• Work with a flexible, responsive team  

• Personalized service—let us know your needs, and 
we will provide help 
 

Access our Sales Training Manual to begin communicating with 
your potential customers via social networking, e-mail, blogs, and 
customer forums to promote product sales. All ages welcome 
regardless of ability. 

 

Resell our products and earn commission–get paid monthly! For 
more info, visit: www.tgimonline.us. 

  

http://www.tgimonline.us/
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We all have a story to tell. Here is your chance to 

share yours! You’ve got amazing writing inside of 

you. Uncover it! Discover it! You have permission to 

explore, fail and soar to writing abilities you never 

thought you had! Write your story here:  

 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

If you would like to submit your story for publishing in The 

Stories of Series, send your submission to: 

TGIM Digital Publishing 

c/o Submissions 

600 East Rosedale Street 

Fort Worth, Texas 64108 

 

Please note that if you want your submissions returned to 

you, please include a self-addressed stamp envelope. 
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Are you seeking something that your business does not 

give you? Something no amount of money or milestone has been 
able to fill? Then do something different …do something 
amazing. Join our Associates Program! 
 

Our Associates Program enables us to provide Writing for 
the Soul Workshop™ to young people, and youth with adult 
responsibilities (YARS) at no cost to them. Become an Associate 
and experience the impact of exposing your brand and products 
to a new and vibrant sector through life-changing books and 
eBooks like the one you’re reading now. 
 
Testimonial: 
“The Associates Program is amazing! As an entrepreneur in start-
up, I really don’t have the time, or manpower to market my brand 
like I know I should. I joined this program to help the kids, but the 
exposure I’ve gotten from being an associate is phenomenal! I 
love the way they market the blog that they created for me while 
I focus on other things. Thank you Writing for the Soul 
Workshop™!” -Kenya Williams, Primerica Financial Needs Analyst 
 
The Associates Program is based on a one-time commitment, 
and your marketing can last a lifetime. Your marketing also 
includes a customized blog that we promote weekly across our 
vast social media networks. For more information, give us a call 
at: (682) 235-TGIM, or visit us online at: www.tgimonline.us.   

http://www.tgimonline.us/
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Out There Productions 
 

Innovators constantly push the world forward. As energetic 

entrepreneurs, we know the startup life leaves little time and 

energy with which to accurately and succinctly explain your 

passion to others. Out There Productions is the flexible solution 

to entrepreneurs' sleep deficiency. We combine film, 

photography, and social-media expertise to create custom 

media acceleration for startups and small businesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

Working out of a mobile studio, converted from an old-school 

bus, our innovative team works with entrepreneurs from start 

to finish wherever they are. —erin@otpros.co 

   

  

file:///C:/Users/Stephanie/OneDrive/Publishing/Stories%20of%20Hope/Content/2016%20Edition/erin@otpros.co
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Writing for the Soul 
Workshop™ Fundraising 
Program 

 
Writing for the 

Soul Workshop™ is one of 
the most unique programs 

available in fund-raising. Get 500 of our Writing for the Soul 
Workshop™ eBooks for only $1,499.99 and make $3,495 back in 
profit! Why so much? Because we own the Publishing House that 
manufactures and distributes them, and because these eBooks 
are saving young lives. Literally.  
 

Each of our eBook Download Cards are customized just 
for your campaign, durable and fits into your pocket like a Gift 
Card. On the back of each Download Card is an inspirational 
quote and simple instructions for your donor to retrieve their 
download. 
 
Our eBooks are uplifting, easy to sell, and when you fundraise 
using our eBooks, a portion of the profits goes to ensure that 
youth around the world can access Writing for the Soul 
Workshop™ at no cost to them. 

 

For more information, visit: www.tgimonline.us or give us a call 
at: (682) 235-TGIM. 

http://www.tgimonline.us/

